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Two good-byes

Done deal?
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Reports say Pitino
will accept UK job

Schmidt retires while
John released
See page 8 —1
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Scout's secretary general
scheduled for museum tour
See page 8
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TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

11TESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 30, 1989

Officials say
holiday quiet;
one accident
is reported

Memorial messages

By DAN LOUDY
Murray Lodged & Times Staff Writer

Mostly clear

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Tonight, mostly clear. Low
around 70. South winds 5 to 10
mph.
Wednesday, very warm and
humid. High in the lower 90s.
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WORLD

NATIONAL

MOSCOW — Mikhail S. Gorbachev acknowledged today that the
Kremlin spends $118 billion a year for defense — nearly four times
the previous official claim — and promised that defense cuts would
improve people's lives.
BEIJING — About 1,000 students and workers today rallied outside
police headquarters to protest the reported arrests of leaders of a new
independent labor union aligned with the student pro-democracy
movement.
MILWAUKEE — U.S. District Judge Thomas J. Curran ruled in
favor of General Electric Co. in two cases while holding stock in the
company, despite a requirement that judges disqualify themselves in
such situations, The Associated Press has learned.
CHICAGO — Federally mandated rules for doling out kidneys discriminate against blacks, who receive proportionally fewer organs than
whites even though they are four times as likely to suffer kidney failure, some experts say.

Minister John Dale of the Glendale Road Church of Christ, left, and minister Dr. Greg Earwood of
the First Baptist Church led memorial services at the Murray Memorial Gardens Cemetery Monday.
The Memorial Day services were in honor of the Murray and Calloway County men and women who
died for their country.
Staff photos by Mark Cooper

Area law enforcement officials
reported a quiet Memorial Day
holiday weekend.
The Kentucky State Police and
Murray Police Department reported
no weekend activity. The Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
reported one accident that occured
around 6 p.m. Sunday on Johnny
Robertson Road, about halfway
between College Farm Road and
Ky. 121, according to the report.
The report stated Amy Gibson of
Mayfield was northbound on Johnny Robertson Road, heading toward 121, and Kathy Butterworth of
Murray was southbound on the
same road when they collided
head-on. Both were taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Gibson was treated and released:
Butterworth was transferred to
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah, where she is listed in critical
(Cont'd on page 3)

Bush claims 'double hit' for NATO summit

STATE
MOREHEAD — Morehead State University President C. Nelson
Grote, who recently completed a visit to China, said the occasional
fear of being caught in the midst of huge student protests was outweighed by the excitement of watching history in the making.
BIG CREEK — Joey Salyers learned what his teacher considers a
valuable lesson after his group of fourth and fifth graders from Big
Creek Elementary in western Leslie County had visited Louisville.
ASHLAND — A fire at the Ashland Works of Armco Steel Co.,
L.P., will shut down the plant's tandem cold mill for two weeks, but
company officials say the damage was not as extensive as originally
thought.

SPORTS
INDIANAPOLIS — Bernard Jourdain and Scott Pruett are the leading candidates for rookie of the year in the Indianpolis.
CHICAGO — The Chicago Bulls and Michael Jordan try to take a
3-1 lead over Detroit in the NBA's eastern finals as they continue their
surprise run through the playoffs.
PHOENIX — Unbeaten and unbowed, the Los Angeles Lakers are
back in the NBA finals, ready to try for a third straight title, a feat that
hasn't been accomplished since 1966, when Boston won the last of its
record eight straight.
TORONTO — Ben Johnson's physician, Dr. Jamie Astaphan says
he can't recall whether he prescribed steroids for Dave Steen, the
Olympic bronze medalist in the decathlon.
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INDIANAPOLIS — A trial
over ownership of four sixthcentury Byzantine mosaics, considered to be worth millions of
dollars, begins today in a case
that could have serious impact
on art work considered national
treasures.
On one side are lawyers representing the Greek Orthodox
Church of Cyprus and the
Republic of Cyprus, and on the
other local art dealer Peg L.
Goldberg.
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BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
President Bush today claimed a
"double hit" for the NATO summit and said proposals to reduce
conventional forces in Europe and
a compromise ion modernizing
short-range nutlear weapons
demonstrated that the Western
alliance can adapt to changing

As the Speaker,
Wright went at
it alone from
start to finish

circumstances.
He said he'd be willing to meet
with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev later this year if "something
constructive" could come from
such a summit.
At a news conference at the conclusion of a two-day NATO meeting which saw his most forceful

arms proposals as president, Bush
said old hands in Brussels had
expressed such satisfaction at the
outcome of a NATO summit.
The meetings were marked by
two events — NATO support for
his proposed reduction in both U.S.
and Soviet conventional forces in
Europe and resolution of a dispute

with West Germany over modernization of short-range nuclear weapons based in Western Europe.
Our overall aim is to overcome
the division of Europe and to forge
a unity based on Western values,"
Bush said. He expressed hope that
(Cont'd on page 3)

Music makers

WASHINGTON (AP) — Jim
Wright's daring call for a tax
increase the day he became speaker
of the House foretold a singleminded style of confronting issues
that marked both the doing and the
undoing of his 2Y2 -year command.
The rent in the House Democratic leadership that began with a
yearlong ethics investigation of
Wright has unraveled into the ranks
with the weekend resignation of
Rep. Tony Coelho — No. 3 in the
pecking order — and the jockeying
for party power and position that
will follow the elevation of Majority Leader Tom Foley to speaker.
Wright, who is expected to res(Cont'd on page 3)

Cardinal gets
no response to
his request to
visit hostages
BKIRKI, Lebanon (AP) — Cardinal John O'Connor of New York
appealed once more Monday for
pro-Iranian kidnappers to let him
see the nine Americans held hostage in Lebanon, but again got no
response.
O'Connor made the latest
request in an interview with The
Associated Press at the Bkirki
monastery north of Beirut. It was
his third in a three-day visit scheduled to end at dawn Tuesday.
"If your captors will permit me
to come to see you wherever you
are, if it's physically possible for
me, I will come," the Roman
Catholic prelate said.
(Cont'd on page 3)

The 106th annual performance of Benton's Big Singing was held Sunday in the second floor circuit courtroom of the Marshall County
Courthouse in Benton. Always on the fourth Sunday in May, the
morning session began at 10:30 a.m. and the afternoon session ran
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. More than a dozen leaders were present for the
sounding of the fasola-shaped notations. The first such event was
founded and promoted by Benton and Mayfield newspaperman James
R. Lemon who began the Tribune-Democrat in Benton and later operated the Mayfield Messenger. Dr. Glen C. Wilcox, noted musicologist,
once speculated that Lemon's family may have acquired copies of the
Southern Harmony songbook at a William Walker singing school
since they both came from the Spartanburg, North Carolina area. In
the 106 years of the Big Singing no songs have ever been sung except
those from the Antebellum best seller which had reached the 600,000
mark in sales by 1980. With photographic reprints in 1939, 1966 and
1987, this music source has remained pure. Pictured above, long-time
participant Margaret Heath takes part in the annual event, while at
left John Nichols joins along in the bass section.
StafT photos by Greg Travis
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Health Matters
June is Cancer In The Sun Month
I-SIIII-3 12KNOR/5I4

Learn the warning signs of skin cancer

( II
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Compassionate Parents
meeting at hospital
•. •
There are many parents in our area who are grieving
over the loss of a child through death. The Compassionate
Parents Support Group of Murray and Calloway County has
been helping parents work through the grief process for 10
years through the efforts of Lillian Robertson at the county
health department
Now.Chaplain Rena Moody leads the group as they
individually relate the sorrows and pains associated with the
loss of their child.
Many parents find relief and comfort as they attend the
meetings which combine the elements of education and
support
Parents are informed of the various community resources
that might be helpful to them during their time of
bereavement.
Educational programs are scheduled often to provide
information about sorrow and grief as well as how to work
through the grief process.
"Sharing of feelings is an important part of group
meetings," Chaplain Moody said. "Most parents find comfort
in knowing other people care and understand how they feel."
Losing a child shauers the entire family unit. Talking
about the tragedy is very healthy for all involved especially
the parents.
"Every time the parents talk about their child's death,
they are making a small progressive step toward working
through their grief," Chaplain Moody said.
The group generally consists of6 to 12 parents and
meets the fourth Thursday of each month at 7:30 p.m. in the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board Room.

Warm summer weather brings
sun bathers out in droves to catch
the rays of the sun in hopes of
getting a deep, dark tan. Yet,
dermatologists warn that
culmulative exposure to the sun
causes skin cancer.
June is Cancer in the Sun
Awareness Month. Dr. Bright,
Murray's only dermatologist, wants
to inform the public about the risks
of skin cancer in relation to
exposure to the sun.
"A tan -- no matter how it is
obtained-- is a scar from the sun."
Dr. Bright, who is certified by the
American Board of Dermatology,
said, "A tan is an attempt by the
body to protect itself from
ultraviolet radiation.
Unfortunately, this leads to skin
cancer.
The number one cancer of all
cancers in the United States is
cancer of the skin.
Last year, there were over
500,000 newly reported cases of
basal cell carcinoma.
Basal cell carcinoma is caused
by cumulative exposure to the sun
combined with a genetic
predisposition or Northern
European ancestory.
Today, we have compounded
the problem because current
clothing styles expose more skin
and society deems a virgorous
outdoor lifestyle with a tan as
being desirable.

This is believed to be
responsible for this vast increase in
skin cancer.
"During my training program
in Southern California," Dr. Bright
explained, "about 40 percent of my
practice was skin cancer and
surgery. In Charleston, S.C.,
where I practiced prior to coming
to Murray, I would say the
percentage was very nearly the
same -- 30 to 40 percent:
"However,
here in Murray
with less yearround sun, I'm
seeing about that
much and I think
there's going to
be more. "I'm
new to the
John Bright, O.D.
community and I ,
think many people aren't aware of
the fact that a dermatologist is
also a surgery specialist for skin
cancer," he added.
Dermatologists have seen an
exponential increase in basal cell
carcinoma due to lifestyle, genetic
background, societal standards of
tanning, and decreased skin
coverage by clothing. But more
worrisome than that is the
dramatic increase in malignant
melanoma.
Malignant melanoma is a
specific type of skin cancer that is

a pigmented skin cancer.
Traditionally it is called "the black
mole". However, it is not
necessarily a black mole; it can be
a black or dark patch.
Melanoma, two decades ago,
occurred at the rate of 1 in 5,000
people and it was considered
equivalent to a diagnosis of death.
Over the last two decades, the
incidence has increased and is
estimated to affect 1 in 100
Americans by 1990. This is
probably due to facts previously
mentioned plus unknown factors.
A simple rule of thumb in
recognizing melanoma or any skin
cancer, is to look for a mole, a
bump or a pigmented patch on the
body that has changed in any way - has become larger or smaller,
darker or lighter, begun to itch or
developed a sore that doesn't heal.
The presence of red, scaly
persistent patches on the face, ears,
forearms and hands also may
indicate early skin cancer and
needs medical attention.
The key criterion in detecting a
skin cancer is change. Early
detection is crucial because
melanoma is occurring at a
frightening rate and it can be fatal
unless surgically
removed very
early.

If melanoma is ignored by
people saying, "I'll see if it goes
away in six months or a year."
That delay may be long enough for
melanoma to spread to other
organs of the body.
There is no consistently
effective treatment for melanoma
that has spread to lymph nodes or
other body organs. Surgical
removal in the early stages, before
it spreads, is the only chance for
cure and generally yields a 90
percent survival rate.
Melanoma does not
discriminate by age. "I've seen
several patients in their 30s die
from malignant melanoma," Dr.
Bright said.
"Since I've been in Murray for
the last six months, We've already
had one death from melanoma that
I am aware of," he added.
Dermatologists, like Dr.
Bright, are trained professionals
who diagnose and treat disorders
of the skin, hair and nails as well
as skin cancer and skin surgery.
Skin cancer can be surgically
removed on an outpatient basis in
the dermatologist's office under
local anesthesia.
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MATERNITY CARE

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the
perinatal classes listed below. Pre-registration
is requiredfor all classes andfees may be paid at
thefirst class.
These classes are part ofa gift package valued
at over $200 which is given to Miracle Moments
Prepayment Plan participants.
If you would like to receive this valuable gift
package and become a prepayment participant, stop
by the hospital admitting office for all the details.
If you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant, you are still welcome to attend the
classes at the fees listed.
For class information and pre-registration,
call Nancy Orr, Perinatal Education Coordinator
at(502) 753-5131 or (502) 753-6821.

Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)
Thursdays, June 8, 15, 22,and 29
7 - 9:30 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit

Parenting Class($10)
Tuesday, June 13 and 20
7 - 9:30 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit

Post-Partum Exercise Class ($26)
By Appointment
Hospital Physical Therapy Department
Sibling Class(Free)
Saturday, June 10
10 a.m.
Hospital Education Unit
(Bring doll or stuffed animal.)

Cesarean Birth Class($15)
Monday, June 26
7-9:30 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit

Available Upon Request:
Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour (Free)
Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
Miracle Moments Booklet(Free)
Refresher Class(510)

8&*;(4,
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The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be offering
blood pressure, pulse, vision, and glaucoma
screenings at all of its stops during the
month of June.
For $4, you can purchase a stool for
Occult Blood Screening Kit to deiert blood
in the stool.
Thursday, June 1
Hazel
Dee's Bank
9-11:30 a.m.
1.10k_
Crossland
Farley's Market
12:30-2:30 p.m.

4114.,Th

Tuesday, June 6
Old Gilbertsville
Mug & Suds
9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-2:30 p.m.

Wednesday, June 7
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, June 8
Land Between the Lakes
Piney Campground
8:30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-2:30 p.m.
ri./70s7

0---t
Tuesday, June 13
Bumpus Mills
Farmer & Merchants Bank
9-11 a.m.
Dover
Uncle Joe's Discount Store
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Community Programs

r \rj/

Lighter Living
Monday, June 12
Introductory Meeting
5:30-6:45 p.m.
Hospital Board Room

Weight Control For Life!
Monday, June 12
Introductory Meeting
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room

Teenage Volunteer Program
Organizational
Meeting
Thursday. June 8
10:30 a.m.
Hospital Education Unit

I

I
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Wednesday, June 14
Thursday,June 22
Murray
Aurora
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Kenlake State Park
9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
8-12 noon
Murray 94 E
East Y Grocery
Thursday, June 15
1-3 p.m.
Canton
Tuesday, June 27
Hilltop Kash Market
Lynnville
9-11:30 a.m.
Lynnville Restaurant
Aurora
8 a.m.-12 noon
Sowell's Wee Mart
Tri City
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tri City Grocery
1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, June 20
Dexter
Wednesday, June 28
Senior Citizen Center
Murray
8-11 a.m.
Murray Court Square
Almo Heights
8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Country Crafts
12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, June 29
Wednesday, June 21
Land Between the Lakes
Murray
Hillman Ferry Campground
Dixieland Shopping Center
8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Support Groups
Bereavement Support Group

Cancer Support Group

Every Wednesday
9:30- I la.m.
Hospice Office, 1st Floor
Call Nancy Rose for more information.

Tuesday, June 6
"It's Your Turn"
Tuesday, June 20
"Accepting Change: Losing and Taking Control"
By Dr. Lowell Lau°, MSU Department of Guidance
and Counseling
3-4 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Nancy Rose for more information.

Alzheimer's Disease Information

Sports Medicine
Symposium

Educational Meeting
Tuesday, June 12
"Medical Perspectives"
By Dr. Clark Hams
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, May 23
Both groups meet at 4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Call Cindy Ragsdale for an informational packet.

Saturday, June 10
8a.m.-5p.m.
MSU Curris Center
Barkley Room
Registration $30
Call Kathie Pierce(502)
753-5131, ext. 144.

Friday, June 23
12 Noon
Hospital Education Unit
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann
Ingle, R.N., for more information.

Orientation
(Mandatory)
June 13,14 and 15
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Parkinson's Disease Support(;roup

Laryngectomee Support Group
Friday, June 9

4 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist or
Ann Ingle, R.N., for more information.

Compassionate Parents
Thursday, June 22
Education/Support
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Call Chaplain Moody for more information.
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Scribbles II
published by
students in
city schools
Nearly two hundred children
from Murray Elementary School
have joined the ranks of published
authors and artists with the publication of the second volume of
"Scribbles," the magazine featuring
the prose, poetry, and art of children ih kindergarten through fourth
grade.
At a publication party held yesterday at Carter Center, Murray
School superintendent Doralyn
Lanier congratulated the children
on the quality of their work.
"I am truly amazed that elementary students can write and draw so
well," she said.
First published two years ago,
"Scribbles" has been hailed statewide as the first literary magazine
published by an elementary school.
It is now part of the Murray system's overall effort to strengthen
and encourage children's expressive skills and creativity.
The selections in the magazine
are charming in their variety and in

NATO....
(Cont'd from page 1)
his arms proposals — which would
reduce Moscow's advantage in
European military force — would
"finally free Europe from the constant threat of a surprise attack and
the shadow or Soviet military
power."
As for Gorbachev, who only
hours earlier had revealed the staggering size of the Soviet military
budget at S118 billion, Bush said
"This will help him ... This should
save him a lot of money in the long
run."
He described the initial Soviet
reaction to his conventional force
proposal as "positive," then turning to aides for guidance he added
that at least "they didn't really
slam the door" on it.
Bush defended the carefully
worded NATO compromise that
calls for negotiations to reduce
short range nuclear missiles only
after an East-West agreement has
.been reached to reduce conventional forces and reductions are actual:.1y. underway.
The official NATO communique
represents a compromise over West
Germany's initial demand for
negotiations soon to reduce and
perhaps eliminate the short-range
missiles.
Bush, in his remarks to reporter
before leaving for a visit to the
West German capital later today,
ruled out elimination of the shortrange nuclear missiles. "There will
be no third zero," he said in a
reference to arms control jargon for
completely scrapping the missiles.
"Partial means partial," he said,
referring reporters to the communique that used precisely that
phrase and underlined it for
emphasis.

Cardinal...
jr-

(Cont'd from page 1)
He also tried to ease Moslem
anger over his cancellation, for security reasons, of a visit to Moslem
west Beirut. It appeared he would
not meet any Moslem politicians or
religious leaders.
"I did not come here as a diplomat from the United States," he
said. "I came here as a churchman.
I would have been honored to visit
the people in west Beirut that I
hoped to visit, but I hear from them
in various other ways."
O'Connor arrived Saturday as
the guest of Patriarch Nasrallah
Sfeir, spiritual head of the Maronite Catholic sect.
He told eporters at Bkirki that he
called acting Prime Minister Salim
Hoss, who heads a Moslem cabinet
vying for authority with one led by
Gen. Michel Aoun, commander of
Christian army units.

Hoss left for Damascus later for
talks with Syrian officials on Arab
League efforts to end the Lebanese
crisis. Syria has 40,000 soldiers in
Lebanon under a 1976 peacekeeping mandate from the league, and
has been involved in an artillery
war with the Christians that began
March 8.
The Americn cardinal declared
his support for Aoun's demand that
the Syrian army withdraw from
Lebanon.

LEDGER

Wright...

41:4,

Jean Bennett, volunteer chairman of the Murray Independent School
system, witnesses the signature of Carter Elementary students who
participated in Scribbles II, an annual magazine which features drawings, poems and stories from the Murray's elementary students.
the view they provide ot how
children think and feel.
The poem submitted by kindergartener Brandon Kellie, for example, tells why "spring is yucke."
Third-grader Autumn Alcott wrote
a moving story about an autistic
At his news conference televised
live in the United States during the
breakfast hour, Bush also defended
himself against criticism that he
has been slow to respond to Gorbachev's arms control proposals,
which Soviet officials refer to as a
"peace offensive."
"I had in my mind that what we
wanted to do is make sure the
alliance was togIther, or would
come together," behind any U.S.
proposal, Bush said.
He said he has reason to believe
that Gorbachev "knows we've
been serious" in completing a
lengthy review of policy. He said
Gorbachev could promote serious
nuclear arms control if the Soviet
leader would "unilaterally reduce
to equal numbers" in Europe.
"That would be a good
challenge."
Bush's proposal for sharp reductions in conventional forces in Europe won enthusiastic agreement
from the allies. Bush wants these
reductions negotiated with Moscow
before taking up the nuclear missile
question. NATO nisi decide on
whether to modernize the shortrange nuclear missiles by 1992.
The Soviet bloc has far greater
numbers of soldiers and conventional forces that the United States
and NATO forces. Grobachev has
recently proposal a reduction in his
side, and Bush won NATO
endorsement during the summit for
his plan to reduce U.S. and Soviet
forces to equal levels.
Bush noted that when he arrived
in Brussels he was under fire for
apparently being recalcitrant in
response to appealing Soviet arms
proposals. But he said he was
elected president "to do what I
think was right," and added, "I
think we've come up with a good
proposal here."
Bush said the "successful results
at this summit have given us a double hit, both conventional forces
and short range nuclear forces, and
taken in tandem it demonstrates the
alliance's ability" to adapt to
change.
The president held out the hope
of reduced tensions in which it
would be possible to "move beyond the era of containment. Our
overall aim is to overcome the division of Europe and to forge a unity
based on western values."
In particular, the president told
one questioner he was watching
events in Poland and said if authorities there were prepared to
embrace western values, "we will
be ready to have much better
relations."
Bush is planning to visit Poland
later this summer.

child, while second-grader Tatiana
Bartolucci sumbitted a fable that
explains how the camel got his
hump.
Copies of "Scribbles" are available through Murray Elementary
School (753-5022/753-5512).

Queen leaves
Kentucky after
four-day visit
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
After a brief airport ceremony,
Queen Elizabeth II of England left
for her homeland today after
spending four days in Kentucky
visiting horse farms.
The queen made trips to 12
farms after arriving in the state Friday, including one stop where she
saw a Triple Crown champion and
a sister to President Bush's dog.
As several hundred people
looked on at Lexington's Blue
Grass Airport, she reviewed a sixmember police honor guard and
gave a final wave after climbing
stairs to board her airplane.
"It went very well. It was a tremendous opportunity for her to
relax," said Will Farish, who along
with his wife, Sarah, played host to
the queen during her visit. "The
weather was marvelous. It was a
wonderful trip."
The queen's flight to England
left the airport for the eight-hour
trip at about 10 a.m. EDT. The
plane was espected to make a
refueling stop in Washington.

Officials...
(Cont'd from page 1)
condition in the intensive care unit.
The Murray Fire Department
worked the accident on Johnny
Robertson Road as well as two
other incidents over the weekend,
according to information from
Code Enforcement.
Friday at 8:04 a.m., a rescue was
performed at 818 Coldwater Rd.
The fire department assisted the
ambulance personnel and washed
the street with the Eng. 1 booster.
Monday at 4:30 p.m., there was
an underground transformer fire at
1531 London Dr. The electric company was called to investigate.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Ign this week, helped make the
100th Congress one of the most
productive in years, with the passage of major legislation on trade,
welfare reform, fighting drugs, a
bipartisan budget agreement, and
dozens of other important items.
But in the doing of that, Wright
generated searing, personal enmity
among his Republican opponents
without picking up a counterbalancing loyalty from his Democratic colleagues.
The combination left the Texas
Democrat — a veteran of 34 years
in the House — too thinly protected when the attack came on his
personal financial ethics.
Democrat Rep. Byron Dorgan of
North Dakota summed up the
Wright legacy in two sentences:
"The legislative record in his short
term as speaker is an exceptional
record. But the price for doing that
was extraordinarily high."
Fellow Democrat Rep. Charles
Schumer of New York elaborated:
"Jim Wright was the quintessential
go-it-alone guy. And that
accounted for his success and that
accounted for his failures. When he
made up his mind to do something,
he got it done ... but the House
isn't.structured for that kind of
thing."
Wright never won the tax
increase that he contended — as
many members still do privately —
was the only way the federal deficit
will be reduced substantially. His
willingness to take hits to win battles met with some notable success.
When it became clear that the
Reagan administration could no
longer muster support for its policy
of arming the Nicaraguan Contra
rebels, Wright seized the initiative.
He led negotiations himself that in
new, non-lethal, "humanitarian"
aid packages for the rebels coupled
with support of regional efforts to
work out a peace settlement.
While the trail Wright blazed has
essentially become U.S. policy, he
suffered intense criticism for trampling on prerogatives usually
reserved by the president.
Maybe there simply was too
much success for Wright's own
good, suggested Rep. David
Bonior, D-Mich., a member of the
speaker's leadership team and a
potential successor to Coelho.
"I think the leadership on our
side was so successful that we really posed a tremendous threat to the
Republicans, and I think because of
that they decided that they needed
to weaken the leadership and they
went after the speaker," he said.
Dorgan said Wright would not
tolerate the legislative foot dragging that was the hallmark of Congress for years. "That means you
step on some toes, and maybe run
over some egos," said Dorgan.
"He didn't make a lot of friends."
Some of those toes and egos
belonged to Democrats, who mostly kept their gripes within the
Democratic family — but who
were not exactly eager to rush to
Wright's public defense.
Embittered Republicans, on the
other hand, complained — loudly
-- that Wright's successes were
won with strong-armed parliamentary tactics that dictated the results
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and demeaned the institution of the
House.
The defining confrontation came
early in Wright's speakership.
With budget talks with the Reagan White House just underway in
October, 1987, Wright insisted on
going ahead with a Democratic
grab-bag bill of budget and tax
items. Republicans rounded up the
votes to block it, and thought they
had a rare victory.

handling — many of his colleagues
termed it mishandling — of President Bush's recommendation that
Congress receive a 50 percent pay
increase.
Although he personally opposed
such a big salary boost, Wright
tried to find a way to get it through
for his colleagues. Eventually, he
backed down to supporting a 30
percent increase, and the whole
thing finally collapsed. Congress
not only did not get the pay raise,
But an impatient Wright didn't but took a bruising from the public.
let them savor their success. He
In typical style, Wright acted
adjourned the House, declared a almost alone, absorbing most of the
new legislative day — a parliamen- criticism. Republican campaign
tary maneuver to leap to a new officials helped fan the flames of
calendar day — and muscled the public outrage at Wright even
bill to passage by forting a Texas though it was Bush's pay proposal.
colleague to change his vote.
Republicans were angered by the
"The speaker had a luncheon Democratic Senate's rejection of
with the Republicans, and we tried John Tower, Bush's first choice for
to patch things up," Bonior defense secretary. And with the
recalled.
legislative pace slowed in part
But Wright was the not the back- because of a slow-moving new
administration, the spotlight locked
slapping, chummy guy who could
smooth over legislative brawls with on Wright's ethics.
In a scenario that had all the earhis personality.
marks
of Wright's final days as
"It's clear that he doesn't have
the same warm, effusive personali- speaker, he tried last week to find a
ty that Tip (former speaker Thomas graceful exit. He dispatched
P. O'Neill) did. Jim was a little lawyers to see if the House ethics
more aloof than that, and a little committee might consider dropping
Thore alone than that," Dorgan some charges against him in return
for his stepping down.
said.
But the ethics committee is the
Rep. Dick Cheney, a GOP leader one committe
e in the House where
who is now secretary of defense, Republic
ans have an equal vote
praised Wright at a dinner a few
with the Democrats, and they publdays before that pivotal budget
icly decried any "deal-making."
vote. Afterward, Cheney rarely ha&
The embittered Republicans
a kind word for the speaker and
wouldn't help their nemesis leave.
helped file the ethics complaint
Democrats didn't rally to his
that lined up the nails for Wright's
defense, instead talking about an
political coffin.
orderly transition.
Despite his bad relations with
And the speaker again was left
the Republicans, Wright was able
to act on his own.
to push through all 13 of Congress'
If there was doubt he would step
annual spending bills last year —
down, it was lessened by Coelho's
the first time that had been accomsurprise resignation — a move the
plished in many years.
California Democrat said in part
But the 101st Congress began in
was intended to spare
January on a bad note for Wright. further turmoil stemmin the party
g from an
Already mired in controversy
almost
certain
protracted examinabecause of questions raised about
tion of his own ethics in connection
his ethics, Wright lost points with
with his involvement in a junk
members of both parties with his
bond purchase.
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"Floss gave me his views on the
situation and I listened very
respectfully and he listened very
respectfully to mine," O'Connor
said. "It's not for me to determine
a solution for Lebanon. This is fot
the Lebanese people to determine."
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Kentucky PTA Sets Example For All Kentuckians
The Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers -- the Kentucky PTA -- assembled last month in Paducah for their 69th Annual Convention, and celebrated their second straight year of record
breaking membership totals. I belie% e the dedication to quality education demonstrated by these fine Kentucky men and women sets
an important example for all Kentuckians.
The stakes simply could not be higher. I continue to believe that
unless we see a renewed commitment to education across the
state -- and we see it soon -- Kentucky will fall further and further
behind its sister states. I think it's time to stop arguing and start
doing so'. hing about education.
I don't profess to know all the answers to our nation's educational needs. What I do know is that no one entity, federal, state,
or local has sufficient means to combat education's problems. Only
through a renewed partnership of all available resources will we be
able to address our nation's education ills.
I am not suggesting that Kentucky is without educational success. Kentucky students rank with their peers across the nation in
every field of study. The point I am trying to make is that we simply
cannot continue to allow this to be a nation -- and a state -- of educational haves and have-nots.
KY PTA is already making a big difference in the fight against
complacency -- a membership 177,002 strong makes that point abundantly clear! I am honored to have been associated with the dedicated members of the Kentucky PTA for the past two years as their
honorary membership chairman. I think we can all learn from the
striking example set by the Kentucky PTA.
Kentucky has a long way to go before it can conquer
decades -- if not centuries -- of neglect of its educational needs. Time
spent now working for better education will pay enormous dividends
later, for individual Kentuckians, as well as the Commonwealth as
a whole. Let's all learn from their fine example, and join the Kentucky PTA in their fight for quality education. After all, don't we
owe it to ourselves?
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Memorial Day for Marcia
The first person I knew — really
knew — who died, was Marcia
Kulman. We met freshman year in
high school and were part of a
large circle of girlfriends who
spent our days giggling in the halls
of Metuchen High School and our
weekend nights at the Forum
Movie Theater or the Duchess
Diner.
We were silly, hysterical with
laughter most of the time. We
started a club, the Ninnies, and
each one of us had a number. Marcia, I think, was #1 or #2. I was
#13. We were the group, the
clique, the ruling class. Though
don't think we set out to be obnoxious, I'm sure we were, with our
exclusionary tactics. Fortunately,
the Ninnies faded into obscurity
sometime during second marking
period in 9th grade.
Marcia and I were in some of the
same classes sophomore year in
high school when she first got sick.
We had geometry with Mr. Jensen,
a cartoon of a man with an eternal
smile and loving-cup ears. His
peculiar twitches and tics and his
undisguised passion for Euclid
earned our grudging respect,
though w were certain her was
from another planet.
We also had gym together, Marcia and I, but all I recall is that she
almost always had a doctor's
excuse from class. "How many
times can someone have cramps in

one month?" I remember thinking
to myself, impatient with any sickness that lasted more than, say, a
day.
As 10th grade wore on, Marcia
was out of school more and more.
Sometimes for a day or two, then
for a week at a time. When she was
absent, she'd call me on the phone
to catch up on geometry assignments. We talked about homework
and we gossiped a bit. As her
absences got more prolonged, we
spoke less. It seemed impossible
that she'd be able to make up her
school w:)rk — at least in geometry
— with all the time she missed.
But I remember that she came
back to school the beginning of
junior year. By then, it was clear
that she was really sick, sicker than
cramps, sicker than someone who
has taken a casual dislike of gym
class.
Though none of us, her friends,
ever really discussed Marcia's condition, it was becoming more difficult to ignore reality. Side effects

from the cortisone she was taking
caused her whole body to swell.
Marcia's pretty face was distorted;
the skin appeared stretched almost
to splitting. I remember that we did
rally together for Marica then, glaring at freshman who stared at her
in the halls, elbowing gawkers out
of the way in the lunch line.
She didn't last through much of
the 11th grade; the ravages of her
treatment and the effects of
leukemia were too devastating.
Eventually, Marcia was confined to
her home, with occasional
emergency trips to the hospital as
her condition deteriorated.
At Metuchen High School, life
went on without her. Marcia's old
boyfriend from 8th and 9th grade,
the boy who gave her a heartshaped, silver locket that she wore
throughout her illness, ended up
marrying another girl.
There were lots of distractions
that year, lots of other, less terrifying events to capture our attention.
Just about all of us in the junior
class were involved in the countdown to our 17th birthdays, the day
when you could get your driver's
permit.
Driving seemed magic to us and
we were sure it would transform
our lives. We spent hours talking
about how once we were able to
drive we would go places and do
exciting things. We had so many
glamorous plans.

Marcia Kulman's death was
announced by Dr. Zinzarella, the
principal of the high school, on a
Thursday in early June, 1963.
Because it was Thursday morning,
our entire class was in the auditorium for Junior Seminar, a weekly
lecture series.
There was an empty seat where
Marcia'd been assigned, although
whe was out of school most of that
year. I remember looking back to
that empty seat in the childish
longing that she'd be sitting there,
smiling and showing off those gorgeous dimples of hers.
The next day was Friday and I
spent the evening studying for
upcoming final exams with a
friend. I came home early because
I didn't feel well. By the next
morning, my glands were swollen
and I had a fever and a rash. The
doctor said I had Echo virus and I
was sick for a week — too sick to
attend any of the services for
Marcia.
I've never really talked about
this until now and I still have no
words to express my feelings of
grief and loss. I think of Marcia at
this time of year, around her birthday and Memorial Day. In my
memory she is always 16. She can
hardly wait to get her license and
then she'll drive and drive like
there's no tomorrow.
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Capitol Ideas

Why limit restructuring?
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — By
now, almost everybody knows that
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson wants to
restructure Kentucky's schools.
They don't work right, he says.
They nc,..
be overhauled.
Not eve.
_ under,:tands what
it is that wc
replace the schools,
but it is ent,igh that Wilkinson
wants them restructured.
The theory is perfect. If something doesn't work the way you
like it, get rid of it and start all
over again. Maybe the new thing
will work better. Maybe it will
work worse. Maybe it will just be
different.
But surely there are other things
that the governor would like to
change.
Why restrict restructuring?
Let's see. Why not start with the
ral Assembly? Frankly, the
)n the third floor of the Capi,..1Ve gotten a little out of hand
recently, so far as the governor's
concerned.
Wilkinson could make it so legislators wou:.1 vote the way he

wanted, just like they did in the old
days for his political guru, A.B.
"Happy" Chandler. No more of
these unseemly disagreements,
everything would be sweetness and
light in the Capitol.
The governor could say jump,
legislators would jump and then
ask if it was high enough. Think
how easy it would be. No more
messy debates over the state of
state government and its finances.
No more unseemly appearances
that deals were cut. No more accusations that legislators had no business representing their constituents.
If you restructure the legislature,
why not the Kentucky Constitution
as well? Wilkinson could get rid of
that bothersome restriction on a
single term for governors. Restructuring would have to be easier than
the last time Wilkinson tried it.
Wilkinson apparently wants to
restructure the Republican Party. It
worked once before when Wilkinson managed to restructure the
GOP in Casey County, where many
lifelong Republicans reregistered as
Democrats in 1987 to help their
A New Breeze Blowins
native son.
McConnell, for his part, wants
nothing to do with restructuring of
IS MeN•eght Syest.. lie
campaign finance laws. He wants
to be able to raise as much money
Ten years ago
as he can lay his hands on through
Elected in the Primary Election
wile or guile. It doesn't seem to
were John Y. Brown Jr., governor;
Today is Tuesday, May 30, the 150th day of 1989. There are 215 days
matter to him that a S125 bill for
Martha
Layne Collins, lieutenant
left in the year.
dinner doesn't necessarily mean
governor;
Rick Weisenberger, state
Today's highlight in history:
you get dinner.
senator;
Freed
Curd, state represenOn May 30, 1431, Joan of Arc, condemned as a heretic, was burned at
Wilkinson didn't want the
tative; Dr. C.C. Lowry, Dr. J.D.
the
stake
in
Rouen,
France.
restructuring that took place in the
Outland, J.H. Nix, Howard
On this date:
administration of the University of
Koenen,
William R. Furches, Steve
In
1539, Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto landed in Florida.
Kentucky basketball program. The
Sammons, Marshall Jones, William
In
1854,
territories
the
of Nebraska and Kansas were established.
governor thought his buddy Eddie
Bailey, Ruby Hale, David Willis,
In 1883, 12 people were trampled to death when a rumor that the recenSutton was doing just fine, thank
Paul
(Dick) George and Loyd
tly opened Brooklyn Bridge was in imminent danger of collapsing trigyou, in spite of what the NCAA
Arnold, city councilmen.
gered
a
stampede.
said.
Twenty years ago
In 1911, Indianapolis saw its first long-distance auto race. Ray Harroun
The matter of the administration
Airman
Hugh R. Colson has
was the winner.
of the University of Kentucky
been
assigned
to Sheppard Air
In
1922,
the
Lincoln Memorial was dedicated in Washington by Chief
might be another matter. In that
Force Base, Texas, for training in
Justice
William
Howard
Taft.
case, Wilkinson might like a bit of
the transportation field.
In 1937, 10 people were killed when police fired on steelworkers
restructuring, perhaps at the very
Births reported include a girl to
demonstra
ting near the Republic Steel plant in south Chicago.
top.
Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Younker, May
In 1958, unidentified soldiers killed in World War II and the Korean
26,
and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
War were buried at Arlington National Cemetery.
Warner,
May 27.
1971,
In
the American space probe Mariner 9 blasted off on a journey
rThirty years ago
toward Mars.
Carolyn Palmer, Randy Patterthe
In 1982, Spain became NATO's 16th member, the first country to enter
son, Johnny Kelso, David Watson,
the Western alliance since West Germany in 1955.
Donna Ruth Grogan and Sandra
— By The Associated Preu
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Looking Back
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
A fireworks display will be at
Murray Drive-in Theatre tonight in
celebration of Memorial Day,
according to Tommy Brown,
manager.
A Zeta Chi Chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon was installed on Murray
State College campus May 22-24.
Forty years ago
Ed Settle, chairman of 1949
March of Dimes Campaign for Calloway County, said $2,386.42 was
raised in the drive here this year.
Rex Alexander, captain of Murray State College Basketball Squad
last season, has been named coach
of Paducah Junior College.
Registration for summer term at
Murray State College will be June
6 with classes to start on June 7.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Schroader,
May 28; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Cody Bray, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Wyatt, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Armstrong, May 29.
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ON EDUCATION

Students in Carla Rexroat's class at Robertson Elementary utilize
equipment in cooperation with the mini-grant entitled, "Math Skills
Explosion." Pictured are Mark Bentley and Ashley Ellis. At the computer is Justin McKnight and Ellen Foster.

Students in Wanda Walker's fourth grade class at Southwest Calloway are shown learning how to use the microscope. The students
worked in groups to discover the characteristics of the principal parts
of different types of cells. A knowledge of cell structure is necessary
for understanding all living things. Pictured are, front row: Danny
Crouch, Angela Hutchens, Kyle Murdock. Middle row: Josh Lasater,
Nathan Keller, Patricia Greer, Patrick Haney, Susie Richter, Jon Farmer. Back row: Cassie Paschall, Stephanie Ward, student teacher
Dawn Wilson, and Tiffany Hale.
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Nicki Satterwhite, fifth grade student in Dianna Cothran's science
class at East Calloway, shows her original plant creation to Kim
Koreck, MSU Environmental Van Instructor. Ben Wulff, Billy Houk,
and Holly Keel are busy making their pretend plants. The program,
scheduled by Marjorie Grady, continues the emphasis on conservation of natural resources and involves all students in the Gifted and
Talented Programs.

Nathan Keller is shown with his pet ferret. The students in Wanda
Walker's fourth grade class at Southwest Calloway gave demonstrations to the class in the care of a pet or some other activity. Nathan's
demonstration was part of an English class activity dealing with oral
communication and following directions.

Mary G. Johnson's Kindergarten class from Robertson are studying
Nutrition. They took a trip to Piggly Wiggly. Shown with the children
is Mr. Alan, their tour guide.

Students from Murray State's Env ironmental Lab recently came and
spoke to the Kindergarten classes at North Calloway. they demonstrated how water becomes polluted and what the students could do
to help prevent water pollution. A surprise visitor, 011ie Otter,
answered questions from the students.

Murray State University participants Brian Abbott and Kelly Cathey
recently presented to Karen Helm's Career Education class at Calloway County High School examples, as well as nonexamples, of how to
dress for success.

Murray Middle School students visited the Memphis Zoo. The trip
was planned by Betty Wager, Kathy Mowery, and Susan Fisher. Pictured are Donnie Holland, Justin Rouse, Kim Scott, Jason Vaughn,
and Michael Catherson.

Deana Gregory, MSU participant, talked with Karen Helm's Career
Education class about ways to deal with stress.

The Calloway County Middle School Student Council recently visited
Fern Terrace to hand out Valentine cards. The students talked with
the residents as they handed out the cards. A committee cosisting of
Billy Haskins, Rebecca Hoke, Matthew Price, Misty Darnell, Tyiesha
Crouse, Nicole Lang, Matt Dennis, Tim Young, Amy Lough, Lucas
Cherry, and Timmy Cunningham was chosen to make and deliver the
cards. Both the residents and students enjoyed the day. Pictured
above is Mertie Smith and Lough. Pictured below are Hoke, Lang,
Lelond Strader, and Dennis.
Murray High School Principal Bill Wells assists Scott Shupe in presenting a reptile show to Jerry Shelton's biology class.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County Count)
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-293).

•

4...

The first graders at East Calloway are ready for lunch. They enjoyed
their reading story about the bakery and the lesson on baking rolls
from Carlene Torsak, Lunchroom Manager. Students pictured are:
Maggie Me!son, Melissa Williams, Josh Pearson, Anton Malmker,
Jenny Lewis, Michele Bivens, Stephanie Rogers, and Matt Stone
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Anniversary reception will be Sunday Burkeen-Biederman vows solemnized
Miss Karon Sue Burkeen and
Brian Keith Biederman were married Saturday, May 6, at Hardin
Baptist Church.
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham
officiated at the ceremony at 4 p.m.
The bride is the daughter of Billy Hugh and Elizabeth Burkeen of
Rt. 1, Dexter.
The groom is the son of George
and Lorriane Biederman of Kankakee, Ill.
Given in marriage by her
parents, the bride was escorted
down the aisle by her father.
The bride wore a floor length
wedding gown of silk organza and
satin. It had an overlay of silk illlusion and lace tiered in gather sequence topped with bows of white
satin. Her silk illusion veil was
attached to a Juliet lace cap.
She carried a bouquet of white
silk carnations and roses.
Mrs. Kathy Jane Irvan, sister of
the bride, was matron of honor.
She wore a pink satin and lace
chapel type dress. Her bouquet was
of while silk carnations and pink

-

Mr. and Mrs. Noel Smith will be
honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding aniversary on Sunday, June 4, in the
Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
The event, hosted by their children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. All
friends and relatives are invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith were married June 3, 1939, by Judge John
Clopton at the Calloway, County
Courthouse. Their attendants were
Everett and Elizabeth Oliver.
Mrs. Smith, the former Della
Mae Garland, is the daughter of the
late Elzie Garland and Esther
Garland.
Mr. Smith is the son of the late
Walter Smith and Pearl Smith.
Their children are Mrs. Sara
Hicks of New Concord, James Ed
Smith of Paris, Tenn., Melvin
Smith of New Concord and Terry
Smith of Murray.

roses.

The flower girl was Jessica Sue
lrvan, niece of the bride. She wore
a pink lace dress and carried a
basket with a small mixed flower
arrangement.
Jimmy Michael Jones, cousin of
the bride, was best man.
The groom and best man wore
navy blue tuxedoes with white
shirts, navy blue cummerbunds and
pink carnation boutonnieres.

Mr. and Mrs. Noel Smith

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 31, 1989
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
!Pi
Today brings exciting events in
business that are to your benefit. Be
willing to take a chance. Others can't
help but be impressed by your charm
and personality.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You'll find something to your liking
at a garage sale or an out of the way
shop. Unexpected news comes from
an adviser. A sudden urge to go
places and do things hits you.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll be a hit today socially. You'll
attract romance and compliments
from others. A sudden inspiration
causes you to revise an investment
plan.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
"OE
A social connection is a help to you
in business. Some of today's work
developments should be kept to
yourself. An imprompui get-together
is likely tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Youll be making plans to visit a
friend at a distance. Originality brings
you success in business. Dare to take
a chance on your potential.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Business and pleasure mix to your
advantage. You'll make a slight
change in a vacation plan. You'll have
luck in promoting yourself and your
creative projects.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Romantic interests are highlighted.
Make plans for a trip away together.
A surprise source of extra income
could arise. Company could drop by
when least expected.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
COE
Somebody's romantic interest in
you could take you by surprise.
Busines4.and pleasure combine to
your advantage. Trust in your
instincts and you'll get along with
others.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Today's work developments will
lead to an extra source of income.
Romance and recreational interests
are highlighted. Make plans to go to
someplace special tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You'll find some extra work that
can be done from the home. You'll
receive an unexpected pleasure invitation. A romantic introduction is
likely today.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be making some beneficial
changes at home. Happy news comes
from a child. Travel and recreational
interests bring you joy. Affection is
highlighted tonight.
PISCES
)4864.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll find something you like very
much when shopping today. New
friends enter your life. Collaborative
efforts are favored. Accent teamwork
and togetherness.
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
and practical, but sometimes have
difficulty reconciling these qualities.
It is important that you like your
work or you won't put forth the
proper effort. In a profession, you
may be drawn to a writing or teaching
career. You will also succeed in fields
where personal contacts are important. Self-discipline is necessary for
you to be successful. Avoid a tendency to scatter your energies. Birthdate of: Walt Whitman, poet; Joe
Namath, football star; and Norman
Vincent Peale, minister.

Churches plan Bible School
SL Leo's Catholic Church and St. John's Episcopal Church will have a
joint Vacation Bible School at St. Leo's Parish Center June 5-9 from 9 to
11:45 a.m. Students will participate in Bible stories, art activities, music,
service projects, recreation and worship, all centered on five themes:
-God So Loved the World," "The Earth is The Lord's," "Love One
Another," "Do Everything in the Name of The Lord Jesus" and "Go
Therefore and Make Disciples of all Nations." A special feature of the
program will be the all-school Celebration Station which offers many
opportunities for learning and fellowship. Registration is now in progress
and will close today, May 30. To register call the Rev. Andre Trevathan,
753-6908, or Sister Mary Anne at 759-1621.

Four-H Camp will be in July
Calloway County 4-H members will attend 4-H Camp at Dawson
Springs July 24-28. They will arrive before lunch on Monday, July 24,
and return home after lunch on Friday, July 28. The cost of the five-days'
camp will be $47. Children will travel by bus. "Camp is more than just
fun and games - it is a miniature community in which the child takes an
active role. The camp becomes a living classroom where lifelong friends
are made and new skills and responsibilities are learned," said Dwight
Crum, Extension 4-H Specialist at the University of Kentucky. Adults and
teen leaders from various communities are recruited by 4-H Extension
agents to counsel the children. Also 80 paid college students and teachers
work on the campsite as lifeguards and emergency medical technicians.
Parents who want to send their children to summer 4-H camp should contact the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452, according to Jane
Steely, county extension agent for 4-H.

Dr. Mayall will be speaker
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will continue his series of sermons from the
book of Revelation at the 7:30 p.m. service on Wednesday, May 31, at
Eastwood Baptist Church. Tapes are available for these sermons for those
unable to attend, a church spokesman said. Mary Ann Todd and Angel
Mayall will sing a duet.

Williams talks about his album
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Reclusive country music star Don
Williams says his new album is the

first one he's wanted to talk about
in years.
"I don't know if I tried any
harder on this one. But I will say
we had more fun in the studio than
ever, which was delightful," Williams said recently.
on Evan S. Connell's novels "Mrs.
Williams gave 80 concerts in
Bridge" and "Mr. Bridge."
1982, cut back to 50 in 1985, then
Director James Ivory, whose cre- retreated altogether for 18 months
dits include "A Room With A to his 90-acre farm about 10
miles
View" and "A Passage to India," northwest of Nashville.
arrived Friday to scout locations
"I was feeling like, maybe it's
for the production, which is sche- time for me to hang it
up. You
duled to begin filming in August. know, just forget it," Williams
Ivory said the 57 million film is said.
relatively inexpensive by HollyHis new album, "One Good
wood standards.
Well," has already yielded a hit
with the title tune. Williams' other
hits include "The Shelter of Your
Eyes," "We Should Be
Theatres
Together," and
the Rivers
All Run Dry."
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Williams' songs have been
recorded by musicians as diverse as
ON1
Eric Clapton, Johnny Cash, Pete
arfill
r fPG 1711 7:20
LASTiAA4?
CRUSADE
Townsend
, Kenny Rogers and
NO PASSES ON BARGAIN NITE 9:48
Charley Pride.

Newman, Woodward plan movie
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward will spend about two months
here later this year to make a film
about the lives of the Kansas City
well-to-do in the years preceding
World War II.
"Mr. and Mrs. Bridge" is based
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Mr. and Mrs. Brian Keith Biederman
Mickey Allen Hill, step brother
of the bride, served as usher.
A reception followed in the
social hall of the church.
Mrs. Vicki Geurin was charge of
the reception.

Following a short wedding trip,
the new Mr. and Mrs. Biederman
are residing in Peotone, Ill.
Out-of-town guests included the
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Biederman of Kankakee.

Tennis play on Wednesday
The Wednesday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will
play Wednesday, May 31, at 6:30 p.m. at the club courts. Pairings will be
made at the club courts. All members who have signed up to play tennis
in this group are urged to attend.

Rabies' clinics scheduled
Calloway County Veterinary Association in cooperation with Calloway
County Health Center will sponsor the annual Rabies Vaccination Clinics
in various parts of the county. The schedule is as follows: Wednesday,
May 31, Kirksey, 9 to 11 a.m., Lynn Grove, 2 to 4 p.m., Health Center, 7
to 8 p.m.; Thursday, June 1, Hazel, 9 to 11 a.m., Almo, 2 to 4 p.m.,
Health Center, 7 to 8 p.m.; Friday, June 2, New Concord, 9 to 11 a.m.,
Burkeen's Grocery, 2 to 4 p.m., Health Center, 7 to 8 p.m. The public is
urged to have their dogs and cats vaccinated against rabies, a cneter
spokesman said.

Youth Choir to give musical
The Youth Choir of First Baptist Church will present a youth musical,
"Live It To The Max" by Dennis and Nan Allen on Wednesday, May 31,
at 6:30 p.m. in the sanctuary of the church. Nell Earwood is the director.
The public is invited to attend this special program, according to Steve
Littlefield, minister of music.

Pavel

•

Ice

Junior Golf planned at Oaks
Junior Golf at Oaks Country Club will begin Thursday, June 8, instead
of June 1. This will be for boys and girls, 16 and under, starting at 9 a.m.,
according to Danny Woods, general chairman. All golfers must have a
registration form filled out by and adult and the cost will be $6 per person. He will be assisted by Irene Woods, John Hopkins, Carol Dick,
Jamie McMillen, Paula Crouse, Cathy Hopkins, Melisa Starks, Martha
Ryan, Shelia Lencki. Linda Roach, Dottie Kraemer and Peggy Allgood.

Rita Cur
ray, pres
gift.
A
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Singles will meet tonight

:••

The Singles Organizational Society will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. "Trust" will be the topic for discussion led by Laura Jirak. This program will be geared toward self
awareness and growth for all single adults whether always single,
divorced or widowed. All single adults are invited and encouraged to
attend. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at
753-0224.

A rcun
at Murra:
members
potluck
Street pr

Tennis play on Thursday
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will
play
Thursday, June 1, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. Pairings are as
follows:
Court 1 - Sue Overbey, Peggy Billington, Lois Keller and Frances
Court 2 - Judy Mastera, Martha Andrus, Andrea Hogancamp and Hulse;
Brenda
Marquardt; Court 3 - Rainey Apperson, Carolyn Cunningham,
Shirley
Homra and Nancy Whitmer; Court 4 - Marilyn Adkins, Renee
Wynn,
Alice Rouse and Kay Mack. A substitute will be Marion
Posey.
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Registration to close today
Registration for the Children's French and Spanish Programs continues
at Calloway Public Library. The program is offered annually in June to
children just of the third and fourth grades on a first come first served
basis. Classes are held in the library meeting room, gardens and annex on
Monday, Thursday and Friday beginning Monday, June 5. French will be
from 1 to 2:30 p.m. and Spanish from 3 to 4:30 p.m. The four-week sessions will offer a variety of activities relating to French or Spanish culture. Classes are taught by volunteer persons knowledgeable in the languages and exchange students from those countries. "The programs are a
unique blend of fun and information," said Margaret Trevathan, library
director.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Georgann & David will be married July 1, 1989.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Turkey 'n
Corned Beef Doubledeckers is the
newest addition to Hansel ittretel
Brand's "Healthy Deli" line. Doubledeckers is a single cut of meat
— turkey on the left and corned
beef on the right. The company
says the product is 99.95 percent
cholesterol-free and 97 percent fatfree.
The company, with facilities in
Glendale, N.Y., features 90 items
in its product line.
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Community events
Tuesday, May 30

Wednesday, May 31

An organizational meeting to
register students for open water,
advanced open water and rescue
scuba diving classes will be at 6
p.m. in Room 106 of Carr Health
Building, Murray State University.
For information call 753-0387 or
753-6811.
MSU-Community Summer Band
will have its first rehearsal at 7
p.m. in bandroom on second floor,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Registration
will start at 6:30 p.m. For information call 762-4288.

Diane Samples, right, Kentucky state president of Epsilon Sigma Alpha of Hopkinsville, installs new officers of Alpha Mu #4760, ESA, Murray. They are, from left, Karen Goetz, proxy, standing in for Nancy
Meloan, Kathie Fleming, Helen Campbell, Margaret Terhune and Rita Cummings.

ESA installs officers at Fleming home
"Awareness Thru Caring" is the
theme for Rita Cummings, newly
installed president of Alpha Mu
#4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International.
Conducting the installation of
officers ceremony at the home of
Kathie Fleming was Diane Samples
of Hopkinsville, president of ESA
Kentucky State Council. She presented each officer with a specific
color candle to demonstrate duties
of the office.
The candle of the outgoing president, Kathie Gentry, was lit by the
state president, and in turn, each
installed officer lit her candle by
Cummings' candler.
Also installed were Margaret
Terhune, vice president; Helen
Campbell, secretary; Kathie Fleming, treasurer; Nancy Meloan, educational director, not present, with
Karen Goetz standing in for her.
Chairmanship appointments
included Goetz, philanthropic;

Gentry, scrapbook/historian; Terhune, jonquil girl; Cummings,
ways and means; and Helen Steffen, publicity.
Following the installation a
thank-you gift, a token of the chapter's appreciation to the state president, was presented to Samples. It
was a aheart-shaped basket with a
ruffled linen liner. Cunnings presented each chapter member with a
gift of potpourri simmer bags in
"Friends are Forever miniature
bags."
Fleming did a special transfer
ceremony bringing her mothber,
Helen Steffen, into the chapter
from Member-at-Large status to
active status. Mrs. Steffen moved
to Murray from California, and
many years ago helped with the
organization of the chapter by lining up the first tea from which the
chapter was organized when visiting her daughter.
Mrs. Steffen is the first member

Rita Cummings, right, new president of Alpha Mu #4760, ESA, Murray, presents Diane Samples, Kentucky state president of ESA, with a
gift.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6)

CCC reunion planned June 3
A reunion of all members and spouses of the Old CCC Camp Co. 1517
at Murray will be Saturday, June 3, at Murray-Calloway County Park. All
members and their spouses are urged to attend and to bring food for the
potluck meal. The CCC camp was located on the south side of Sycamore
Street prior to World War II.

Alysha Lauren Legate born
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Legate of Sedalia are the parents of a daughter,
Alysha Lauren, weighing eight pounds two ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Friday, May 19, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Laura Lynn Garland. Grandparents are George Garland of Murray, Ms. Pearl Garland, RL 1, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
George Legate, Sedalia. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Juanita Self and
Mrs. Lucille Garland, both of ,Murray.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include James Stroud of Murray, Janice Chapman of Almo and Zelda
Lyell of Hardin.

rt:cr
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internationally to earn the Fifth
Degree of Pallas Athene, held by
most state chairmanships and some
elective offices on the California
State Council. She is an over
20-year member. Fleming originally joined ESA in California as a
pledge of her mother in one of the
many chapters she chartered in the
states of Florida, Washington and
California.
Chaplain Fleming read a poem,
"If Jesus Came to Your House" by
Lois Blanchard. The group voted to
donate $60 to to the State Bike
Ride for St. Jude's Hospital. Over
S700 was donated to St. Jud's
Research Hospital in Memphis,
Tenn., from the recent Skate-AThon held in Murray. An additional
S50.55 has come in from pledges.
The chapter is selling pecans and
stainless steele knives as a fundraising project. Also reported was
the philanthropic work the chapter
does in conducting bingo games for
West View Nursing Home, helping
Need Line, Crisis Pregnancy Center, Parents Anonymous, etc.
Recognition was given to Terhune who placed third for photography at the state convention, and
Meloan who received a first place
award for a sea shell wreath.
Campbell, Terhune, Melon, Hazel
Matthai, Cummings and Gentry
were recognized with awards of
excellence for five years of Outstanding Service to Epsilon Sigma
Alpha, Alpha Mu Chapter from the
State Council.
Following the closing ritual,
refreshments were served at the
table centered with an arrangement
of iris in an old pitcher which
belonged to Fleming's greatgrandmother.
The group meets each first and
third Tuesdays of the month in the
homes of members.

Miss Universe
praises Mexico
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Newly
crowned Miss Universe 1989
praised the beauty of Mexico and
the warmth of its people during a
meeting with President Carlos Salinas de Gortari.
Angela Visser, of the Netherlands, made a one-day stop Thursday in Mexico City on her way to
Los Angeles, where she will live in
a luxury apartment during her oneyear reign. She met with Salinas
for 25 minutes in the presidential
residence of Los Pinos.
Miss Visser, formerly Miss Holland, was crowned Tuesday night
in the Mexican Caribbean resort of
Cancun.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Jeanne at 753-0224.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
753-9303.
Industrial Golf League is scheduled to play at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m. and CARE at 6:30 p.m.
First meeting of Area Summer
Youth Series of Churches of Christ
will be at 7:30 p.m. at Seventh and
College Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. at Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Wednesday, May 31
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will play golf and bridge at 9:30
a.m. at the club.
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m. at the club.
Wednesday Ladies' Tennis
Group of Murray Country Club
will play at 6:30 p.m. at the club
courts.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Brown's Grocery from 9 to 11
a.m. and Duncan's Market from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m., both on Highway 94 East.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Prepared Childbirth Class, Session I, will meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Seminar on medical policies will
be at 9 a.m. in Curris Center, Murray State University. To register
call 753-5171.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Youth Choir Musical at 6:30 p.m.;
Beginner's Sign Language Class at
7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week
Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission Friends.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer meeting, GAs, RAs, Youth Bible Study
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include prayer service and
Youth Study Group at 7 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 9 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course. This is for
persons 50 or older.
Rabies clinics will be at Kirksey
from 9 to 11 a.m., at Lynn Grove
from 2 to 4 p.m. and at Health
Center, 7 to 8 p.m.
Thursday, June 1
National Boy Scout Museum
will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.
Rabies clinics will be at Hazel
from 9 to 11 a.m., at Almo from 2
to 4 p.m.and at Health Center from
7 to 8 p.m.
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom, Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For
information call Carol, 753-2596,
Brenda, 753-2513, or Glen,
435-4143.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton, at 8 p.m. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Classes for Summer Session I
will begin today at Murray State
University.
Summer Scholars Program will
begin today at Murray State University. For information call
762-4522.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Knights of Columbus will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
of VFW will meet at 7 p.m. at Post
Home on Highway 94 East.
Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homcplace Restaurant.

Thursday, June 1
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dees Bank of Hazel from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and at Farley's Market
at Crossland from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.
Best Start Program will begin
today at Murray State University.
For information call 762-4150.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850 and LBL Wildlife
at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.

Diet Pills Sweeping U.S.

Doctors Invent
'Lazy Way' to
Lose Weight
U.S. Gov't. ApprovesPatent
Claims for New Diet Pill
BEVERLY HILLS,CA (Special)—
An amazing new weight loss pill called
"fat-magnet" has recently been developed and perfected by two prominent
doctors at a world famous hospital in
Los Angeles that reportedly "guarantees- you .steady fat loss and calorie
reduction by simply taking their tested
and proven new pill.
The U.S. government hasjust approved the doctors claims for a hard-to-get
patent that confirms "there has never
been anything like their fat-bonding pill
process before." It is a totally new major
scientific breakthrough and is revolutionizing the weight loss industry.
You Can "Eat Normally"
Best of all. "you can continue to
eat your favorite foods and you don't
have to change your normal eating
habits. You can start losing fat and
reduce calories from the very first day,
until you achieve the ideal weight you
desire without exercising".
Flushes Fat Out of Body
The new pill is appropriately called
the "fat-magnet" pill because it breaks
into thousands of particles. each acting
like a tiny magnet, "attracting" and
trapping many times its size in undigested fat particles. Then,all the trapped
fat and calories are naturally "flushed"
right out of your body because they
cannot be absorbed.
Within 2 days you should notice a
change in the color ofyour stool,caused
by the fat particles being eliminated.
"Automatically'
Fat
According to one ofthe inventors, Dr.
William Shell. heart specialist and
associate professor of medicine at
UCLA medical school, "the new fatbonding process is a "lazy way"to lose
weight because the pills alone
"automatically" reduce Calories by
eliminating dietary fat. It is 100% safe
and not a drug."
The fat-magnet pills are already
sweeping the country with glowing
reports of weight loss from formerly
overweight people in all walks of life
who are now slimmer, trimmer and
more attractive again.
Now Available to the Public
If you are trying to lose 20, 50, 100
pounds or more, you can order your
supply of these "no-risk" highly successful fat-magnet pills directly from the
doctors' exclusive manufacturer only
(includes optional calorie-reduction
plan for even better results). Send $20
for a 90 pill supply(+S3 handling), or
S35for a 180 pil I supply(+S3handling),
to: Fat-Magnet, 9016 Wilshire Blvd.,
Dept. WH26, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
(t.incondiaonal money-back guarantee if not 100% satisfied.) Visa,
MasterCard and American Express
OK.(Send card number, expire date,
and signature.) For fastest service for
credit card orders ONLY call anytime
24 hours, toll free 1(800) S27-9700,
ext. WH26.
19119

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m. and Wor-

Sweatshirt Cotitest
$500° First Prize
We provide the shirt you
create an original design
on shirt and return
for judging
by June 30th.
For more details
call:
753-4320
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Perfect Florida Family Vacation
Four to Seven Miles east of
DISNEY WORLD & EPCOT

Cbse to Sea World and other major
Central Florida attractions. All rooms
with individually controlled air/heat.
Special group rates on 10 or more
rooms. A tun-filled vacation minutes
to all Florida attractions.

Men's, Women's or Children's
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Pool
-HBO/Free Movies
-King size beds
-Direct dial phones
-Game Room
-Color CableSatellite TV
-Safes in rooms for
personal secur

2/10/89-4/26/89
6/10/139-8/26/89
12/20/89-1/3/90

EXTRA FOR HOLIDAY WEEKENDS
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.Swimming

$45°F°
Tax

Write or phone today --

GEMINI
MOTEL

ROYALE VISTA
MOTEL

4624 W. U.S.192
KISSIMMEE, FL 32741
407-396-2151

4692W. U.S. 192
KISSIMMEE, FL 32741
407-396-1780

PHONE

NOW

1 - 800- 336 - 6621
In Florida Call 1-800-432-0695

TOLL FREE
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — New York Knicks
coach Rick Pitino has tentatively agreed to become the
University of Kentucky's basketball coach, according
to two reports.
Pitino, 36, was expected to announce his decision
Thursday at a news conference in Lexington, The
Courier-Journal in Louisville and WCBS-TV in New
York reported.
WCBS sports reporter Rock Rote said Pitino told
him Monday night that he had "agreed in principle"
to take the Kentucky job.
"He said he would meet with the Knicks tomorrow
and if everything goes well, he expects to make the
announcement on Thursday," Rote told The Associated Press.

The AP could not reach Pitino for comment. Rote,
who is host for Pitino's weekly show on WCBS, and
Knicks spokesman John Cirillo declined to give out
the coach's unlisted home phone number.
Cirillo said Monday night that he didn't know if
Pitino had made a decision.
"We have no announcement to make," Cirillo said.
"I know he was thinking about it over the weekend,
but we have no indication either way."
Kentucky athletic director C.M. Newton and university president David Roselle would not comment Monday on whether Pitino had accepted the job.
The Courier-Journal said the report in today's editions was based on two unidentified sources.
The newspaper said the Kentucky Athletics Board

McLeary's team up to
win Bells and Beaux

would have to approve Pitino's hiring before it could
be announced. Kentucky sports information director
Chris Cameron said Monday no meeting of the board
had been scheduled.
Pitino, after visiting the university last week, was
offered the position held for four seasons by Eddie
Sutton. Sutton resigned in March in the midst of an
NCAA investigation that resulted in three years' probation for the Kentucky basketball program.
Pitino has coached the Knicks for the past two seasons, but has expressed the desire to get back to the
college level.
"I'm a college coach living on borrowed time,"
Pitino said last week.
It could not be determined what Pitino's contract

length or compensation would be at Kentuc
ky,
Courier-Journal reported. Various reports have The
it from five to seven years at 5600,000 to Si placed
million a
season.
The Knicks said Friday that they would ask
Kentucky to reimburse them for the cost of hiring a new
coach if Pitino leaves. Newton said he wouldn't pay,
but Pitino said he would pay out of his own pocket
if
it came to that.
Pitino guided the Knicks to a 52-30 record this season, their best since 1972-73. New York was eliminated from the playoffs in the second round by the
Chicago Bulls.
Before becoming the Knicks coach, Pitino led Providence College to the Final Four in 1987.

Taking his bat, glove...and wig

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Jerry and Vicki McLeary outlasted the rest of the field over the
Memorial Day Holiday weekend by to win the Belles & Beaux Tournament at the Oaks County Club by two strokes over Roy Cothran and
Austin Pear University golfer Sherri Lamb.
The McLeary pair shot a 129, besting Cothran and Sherri Lamb,
who shot a 131 in the championship flight. Jim and Terri Lamb, Sherri's sister and also a Lady Governor golfer, and Pete and Angie Haywood tied for third with a 144.
Dwain and Joanna Gibbs shot a 145, while Jason Hamline and Faye
Brundige shot a 146 to round out the top finishers from the championship flight.
In the first flight, Flip and Julie Martin won a playoff with J.P. and
Laura Parker after both couples shot a 137. Tommy and Tonya Fike
shot a 138, followed by Dalton and Peggy Nole, who shot a 139. Monty and Missy Newcomb tied with Micki and Cafita Boggess with
140's.
In the second flight, Tommy and Shery Tuggle took home the honors with a 141. Charlie and Virginia Dillon followed with a 143, while
Tom and Martha Burgess tied with a 144, followed by Barry Futrell
and Joy Roach with a 145.
In the third flight, Max and Murelle Walker shot a 145. Three tied
for second, as Tommy and Judy French, Ronnie and Christie Faith and
Lannes and Beverly Oakes all shot 148s. Jim and Millie Robinson and
Jerry and Ethlene McCallon both shot 150s.
In the fourth flight, Jerry and Reda Wadkins led the way with a 149.
Harry and Linda Sandusky shot a 150. John and Donnna Durden shot a
152, while Bob and Rhonda Allen followed with a 153. Mac and Donna Tucker shot a 154.
In the fifth flight, Steve and Virginia Steele shot a 152, while Mike
and Debbie Cathey shot a 155. Rude!! and Isabel Parks followed with a
156, Walter and Cristine Phipps shot a 157, Ron and Gay Bylie shot a
158, and Art and Edith Wallace shot a 159.

Youth leagues results

sunny holiday weekend
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

It was a beautiful holiday
weekend for Hawaiian Tropic.
Hawaiian Tropic batters tanned
opposing pitchers in three Little
League baseball games over the
weekend, using their eyes instead
of their bats to reach base.
Tropic defeated West Kentucky
Insurance 12-0 on Friday night,
taking advantage of bases on balls,
handed D&W Auto Parts a 12-0
setback on Saturday, using 14 free
passes, then drew eight walks Monday night while downing West
Kentucky Insurance again, 14-1.
Hawaiian Tropic now stands
firmly atop the Little League standings with a 6-0 mark and with ten
games left to play. Pagliai's is their
nearest competition, at 3-1.
MONDAY
Little League
Thornton Heating & Air 9, Hutson Co. 5; Hawaiian Tropic 14,
West Kentucky Insurance 1.
Ryan Vanover collected three
hits, including a triple, while
Robert Weatherly doubled twice
for Thornton and Rob Carpenter
added a pair of hits. Vanover and
Weatherly shared pitching duties,
limiting Hutson to four hits and

striking out 11.
Scott Earwood had three of Hutson's four hits in the game.
Brent Anderson and Ted Booth
had three hits each for Hawaiian
Tropic, with Booth tripling, while
Charlie Harrell added a couple of
singles. Jay Herndon and Booth
held WKI to one hit, a single by
Tim Hinton, while striking out six.
Junior Babe Ruth
Hawaiian Tropic 8, Taco John's
7; Kiwanis 11, Corn-Austin 10.
Chris Bailey and Neal Lax
tripled for HT, with Jason Kelley
coming on in relief of Jason Grogan to record the win. Frank Gibson singled and doubled for Taco
John's, while Russell Adkins had a
pair of hits.
Corn-Austin suffered their first
loss of the season when Kiwanis
batter Brent Keller drew a seventh inning walk and scored the gamewinning run on pitcher Ken Camarade's second hit of the game.
Keller also doubled for Kiwanis,
while Jeremy Latimer tripled and
Michael Catherson singled and
doubled.
For Corn-Austin, Lucas Denhart
had three hits, including a double,
while Billy Jack Haskins singled
and doubled and Thomas Cary
(Cont'd on page 9)

Michelson's
will be closed for
inventory all day
Wed., May 31st.
We will be open
Thurs., June 1st at
regular hours.

Philadelphia Phillie
third baseman Mike
Schmidt announced
his retirement on
Monday. In 1985,
Schmidt wore a wig to
"disguise" himself
after being booed by
the Philade phia fans.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Age and nagging injuries finally caught up with Mike Schmidt, one of the greatest home run hitters ever, who kept his
vow to retire when he no longer could play up to his expectations.
Meanwhile, fifteen years after he was told it was over, Tommy John's
career may finally be over — but he won't go down easy.
The New York Yankees told the left-handed pitcher on Monday that he
had 24 hours to decide between retirement or receiving his unconditional
release. He says he won't quit.
"I'm not retiring," he told The New York Times late Monday in a
telephone interview from his New Jersey home. "If I retire, it will be
later on. I'll keep working out and throwing."
Not so with Schmidt.
"My skills to make the adjustments needed to hit, to make the routine
play on defense and to run the bases aggressively have deteriorated," a
tearful Schmidt said Monday in an emotional farewell to baseball.
"Realizing this, I have decided not to keep on playing, but to retire
effective immediately."
The Philadelphia Phillies' third baseman announced his decision hours
before his teammates lost 1-0 to the Padres at San Diego Jack Murphy
Stadium.
Schmidt, 39, said his retirement is not related solely to major shoulder
surgery he underwent last September, his arthritic knees or minor injuries
that have plagued him the past few seasons.
"I'm not saying that I have any (physical) problems that other people
don't get when they reach 39 or 40," Schmidt explained. "I always did
have (nagging injuries) throughout my career. I think it just got to the
stage where it got the best of me."
Speaking in hushed tones, Schmidt said his baseball career "has been
blessed with many special memories" and resulted in cherished
friendships.
"You may not be able to tell, but this is a joyous time for me. I've had
a great career," Schmidt said.
"Over the years, I've set high standards for myself as a player and I
always said that when I couldn't live up to those standards I would retire.
"I left Dayton, Ohio, 18 years ago with two bad knees and
becoming a baseball player. I thank God it came it true," saida dream of
Schmidt,
who then broke down in tears.
With many teammates and coaches present, Schmidt took
several
minutes to compose himself while Phillies president Bill Giles
lauded
the
slugger's approach to the game.
"In my opinion you are the greatest third baseman of all
time," Giles
said. "I don't think. Mike Schmidt ever cheated us one day
in effort.
Michael worked his tail off throughout his career."
Giles said Schmidt would throw out the ceremonial first ball
night when the Phillies host Montreal, and that his uniform Saturday
would be
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retired at a later date.
Schmidt, who hit 548 home runs and won,-10 Gold Gloves
as the
National League's top third baseman, has struggled with
a .23 average
and six home runs in his 17th major-league seasons.
"I feel like I could ask the Phillies to keep me on to add
to
tics, but my love for the game won't let me do that," my statishe
Schmidt really doesn't need to add to his career stats, said.
His home run total ranks seventh on the all-time list and anyway.
his 10 Gold
Gloves at third rank second to Brooks Robinson's 16 for
the Baltimore
Orioles.
Only Babe Ruth, Harmon Killebrew, Jimmie Foxx and Mickey
Mantle
reached 500 homers in fewer at-bats than Schmidt.
He had only two hits in his last 41 at-bats, however, and led
the Phillies
in errors with eight, including costly miscues in the club's
last two games
at San Francisco — both losses.
"This is something I've been mulling over and praying
week or so," Schmidt said. "I gave it some time to turn about for a
around on the
field. I looked for signs and reasons every night to continu
e as a player
but I just couldn't find them.
"When I didn't make some plays the last couple of weeks
that
make with ease and made outs on some pitches I should have I used to
hit. I just
lost confidence in my skills as a player."
Schmidt said he had no immediate plans either in or out
of baseball.
Schmidt, arguably the best third baseman in baseball history, was the
National League Most Valuable Player three times and won the World
Series MVP in 1980 when the Phillies beat Kansas City.
Schmidt ended his career with 2,234 hits and 1,595 RBIs. Nine times in
his career, he drove in 100 or more runs. His best season came in 1981,
when he hit .286 with 48 homers and 121 RBIs.
He was a member of the NL All-Star team 12 times and named to the
AP All-Star team eight times.
Schmidt set a record by leading the NL in home runs eight times and he
hit 30 or more home runs 13 times in his career to tie Ruth, trailing only
Hank Aaron's 15 seasons.
On seven occasions, Schmidt led the majors in home runs to trail only
Ruth's record nine seasons.
Schmidt was the Phillies' second-round selection in the June 1971
draft.
• • •
"It's a tough call when you have the class of a Tommy John,"
Yankees manager Dallas Green, who'd been thinking about cutting said
John
for several weeks. "I think that he desperately wants 300
wins and it's
our opinion it'll be difficult to get."
John, who turned 46 last Monday is 288-231 in his 26-year career.
He's
2-7 this year with a 5.80 earned run average and opposing
batters are
hitting .336 against him.
"He knows down deep that he hasn't pitched well," Green said.
"It's
been frustrating for us, too, because of the goal he wants
to get."
John, the oldest player in the majors, began his career in 1963
with
Cleveland, was traded to the Chicago White Sox in 1965 and
to
Angeles in 1971. He was 13-3 in 1974 before rupturing a ligament Los
in his
pitching elbow.
Dr. Frank Jobe, in a first-of-its-kind operation for an athlete, remove
da
tendon from John's right forearm to reconstruct his left elbow.
Jobe
John after the operation that his career was finished, but John went told
in 1976 and was named "Comeback Player of the Year" by The 10-10
Sporting
News.
He won 20 games in for the first time in 1977, signed with the Yankee
s
as a free agent after the 1978 season and won 20 games in 1979
and 1980.
"I care about people ... This guy gave his heart and soul to basebal
l,
and I think that's important," Green said. "TJ will probably be
able
to
pitch until he's 60. Whether he can get people out is another
question."
At Green's behest, New York released John after last season.
Yankees
owner George Steinbrenner brought John to spring training as a
non-roster
player and he was the most effective pitcher in camp. He
ing day and beat Minnesota 4-2. But he was pounded afterstarted on openthat, giving up
87 hits in 63 2-3 innings.
"We have to prepare for the future," Green said, "and the
future is
younger pitching."
John did not get much support — from the Yankees' offense
or from
Green, who basically said John was pitching for his place
on
the
team
with every start. Yet Green almost let John take his turn
tonight against
Seaule.
"Very tempted, very tempted," Green said. "I thought
about that"
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Major league baseball

a

Alexander, 4-4, had retired the
last 10 batters he faced, but told
Manager Dick Tracewski to take
him out after the seventh inning.
"It was my decision to come
out," Alexander said. "And, no
matter what would have happened,
I would have stayed by it."
Chicago manager Jeff Torborg
paid tribute to Alexander, praising
his ability to mix pitches.
"He was outstanding," Torborg
said. "He obviously didn't have
his best stuff today. He finessed his
way through and got a lot of outs
with his fast ball. If he makes a
mistake, it's with his fastball."
Matt Nokes provided the Tiger
offense by connecting in the fourth
inning for his third career grand
slam. His seventh homer of the
season came with two outs after
Eric King, 4-6, had walked the
bases loaded.
"It's a funny game," Torborg
said. "One ball was hit well and
that was it."
"I challenged my teammates to
move ahead with a new enthusiasm," Schmidt said. "It's up to
them to bring new life to the Phillies' organization."
But Hurst took the life out of the
Phillies.
The Padres' left-hander allowed
four hits and struck out six in 8 2-3
innings to improve to 5-3 while
sending the Phillies to their sixth
straight loss.

Ricky Jordan singled and Von
Hayes walked with two outs in the
ninth and Davis came on to retire
Chris James on a grounder for his
16th save in as many opportunities.
James was named as Schmidt's
replacement at third base.
"I told James before the game
that you're no Mike Schmidt.
Nobody is going to replace Mike
Schmidt," Phillies manager Nick
Leyva said.
Tony Gwynn's RBI single in the
first scored Roberto Alomar with
the game's only run.
"If somebody would've told me
that that run would've stood up, I
would've told them they were
crazy," Gwynn said.
Schmidt finished his career with
548 homers, seventh on the alltime list. But after a good start this
season, he struggled and ended at
.203 with six homers.
"I respect him for the timing of
his decision, and the decision itself,
because it takes a lot of courage to
come to the realization that you're
not the player you once were and
step away," Phillies second baseman Tom Herr said.
"I don't think anybody thought
about it once the game started,"
Hayes said.
Elsewhere in the National
League it was Montreal 3, Los
Angeles 2; San Francisco 3, New
York 2; Atlanta 2, Chicago 1; Pittsburgh 12, Cincinnati 3, and Hous-

ton 3, St. Louis 2.
Elsewhere in the American
League, it was New York 6, Seattle
3; Cleveland 5, Toronto 3; California 12, Milwaukee 3; Baltimore 6,
Texas I; Boston 3, Oakland 2, in
10 innings, and Kansas City 7,
Minnesota 1.
Career staliesics tor Pruitt* third basemen Mete
Schmidt who announcod Ns retirement Monday
Yr Tm
eb
r
8 kr rbt erg.
1972 Ptu
34
2
7
1
3206
1973 Pth
167
72 18 52 196
43
1974 Phi
568 106 160 16 116 262
1976 Phi
562 93 140 38 95 219
1976 Phi
584 112 153 38 107 262
1977 Phi
54-1 114 149 18 101 274
1976 Phi
93 129 21
513
78 251
1979 Ph
541 109 137 45 114 253
1960 Phi
548 104 157 48 121 2136
1961 Phi
78 112 31
354
91 316
1982 Phi
514 108 144 35 87 280
1983 Phi
534 101 136 40 109 255
1984 Ph i
528 93 146 36 106 277
1985 Phi
549 89 152 33 93 277
1986 Phi
552 97 160 37 119 290
1987 Ph;
522 98 153 35 113 293
1988 Phi
390
52 97 12 62 249
1969 Phi
148
19
30 6 28 203
Totals
9352 1776 2234 541 1595 .267
Career statistics for Tomrivi John New York Yankees
pitcher who was dropped frorn the roster
Yr
;P W L SO 113lA
4°
8°41E7
1964, Cie
20 0-2
9 6225
1964, CS
94 2-9 65 35 3 93
1965 CNA
18414-7 126 58 3 08
1966 CNA
223 14-11 138 57 262
1967 CNA
178 10-13 110 47 248
1968. CNA
177 10-5 117 49 1 98
1969, CNA
232 9-11 128 90 326
1970, CNA
269 12-17 138 101 328
1971, CNA
229 13-16 131 58 362
1972, LA
187 11-5 117 40 289
1973. LA
218 16-7 116 52 3 10
1974. LA
153 13-3
78 42 2 59
1975, LA
injured. did not play
1976, LA
207 10-10 91 61 3 09
1977. LA
220 20-7 123 50 2 78
1978. LA
213 17-10 124 53 3 30
1979 NYY
276 21-9 111 65 2 97
1980 NYY
265 22-9 78 56 3 43
1981 NYY
140 9-8 50 39 264
1982 NY-Cal
222 14-12 68 39 369
1483 Cal
235 11-13 65 49 4 33
1984, Cal
181 7-13 47 56 4 52
1985, Cal-Oak
86 4-10 25 28 553
1986, NYY
70 5-3
28 15 293
1987 NYY
187 13-6 63 47 403
1988 NYY
176 9-8 81 16 449
1989, NYY
63 2-7
18 22 580
Totals
4707 288.231 2245 1259 3 34

Hawaiian Tropic enjoys sunny holida
(Cont'd from page 8)
tripled.
Kentucky League
Asthma-Allergy Clinic 12, J.H.
Churchill 3.
Neither side surrendered a base
hit during this walk-filled game (16
by Churchill, 10 from AAC). Adam
Malone recorded the no-hit win for
AAC.
Lower Division Softball
Bank of Murray 10, Hawaiian
Tropic 9; WSJP 26, Tony Boyd
Insurance 11.
Sandy Dibble and Jeanne Maddox tripled and Alicia Covington,
Stephanie Kurz, Kristin Kopperud
and Deanna Futrell doubled for
Bank of Murray, while Heather
Schroader had a triple and home
runand Susan Blalock also homered
for H-T.
Robyn Ragsdale had two doubles
and Felicia Lee and Celia Boone
also doubled for HT.
WSJP was led by Ellen Carpenter, Jenni Pigg and Brooke Lencki,
all of whom homered. Carpenter
added a triple and Pigg a double,
while Kalista Cunningham had a
triple and double, Monica Lay
added two doubles, Bobyn Myhill
tripled, and Jessica Norsworthy and
Amanda Lambert doubled.
For TBI, Jean Orr homered and
tripled and Leigh Haverstock
homered and doubled while Kelli
Morris added two doubles. Jennifer
Hopkins tripled and Ellen Carpenter doubled for TBI.
SATURDAY
PARK LEAGUE
Fike Enterprises 24, Treas Do-It
Center 9; Murray Lumber 20, Don
Henry State Farm 1.
T.J. Fike had two home runs and
Clint Myatt gathered four hits for
Fike, while Tyler Williams had
three hits and Michael Downey and
Matthew Shelby had two doubles.
Andrew McClure and Larry
Stubblefield added two hits each
and Shane Smith tripled for Fike.
Treas was led by three hits,
including a double, from Robbie
Finch while Zach Cunningham
doubled.

O'Shea Hudspeth and Shane
Andrus had a home run derby for
Murray Lumber, with Hudspeth
hitting three round-trippers while
Andrus added two homers and two
singles. Matt Clemson also homered and singled.
Roger Whit?. had three hits,
including a triple and double, while
Andrew Griffin had two doubles
and a single and Wesley James
tripled and doubled. Trent Garland
and Fulton Hart picked up three
hits each while Alan Moore added
two singles.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Asthma-Allergy Clinic 19,
World of Sound 8; Rotary 16,
Roy's Pharmacy 15; Walter's Pharmacy 25, Dennison-Hunt 3.
Justin Morton had three hits,
including two triples, for AAC,
while Adam Malone and Josh Bucy
each doubled and singled and Ross
Clark had two hits.
For World of Sound, Jordan Kelsey had two hits.
Brandon Jones had two hits, D.J.
Steffey and Jason Eaves doubled
and David Cavitt and Cory Martin
each had key hits in Rotary's onerun win over Roy's.
Roy's was led by Steve Ingersoil's two hits, a triple from Curtis
Burkeen and Matt Farmer's double.
Matthew Roberts homered and
tripled for Walter's, while Christian Gullett and Josh McKeel each
doubled and singled. McKeel
struck out six in three innings of
work.
Sean Stonecipher had two hits
for Dennison-Hunt, which allowed
25 bases on balls during the game.
Junior Babe Ruth
Corn-Austin 4, Kiwanis 3; People's Bank 10, Taco John's 8.
Lucas Denhart came on in relief
of Billy Jack Haskins to pick up
the win for Corn-Austin and scored
the winning run on Curtis Bucy's
game-winning hit.
Denhart and Haskins each had
doubles for Corn-Austin and held
the Kiwanis to four hits, singles by
Mitchell McClain, Jeremy Latimer,
Brent Keller and Chad Young.
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Wesley Cogdell pitched a complete game for People's Bank,
checking Taco John's on five hits
while adding a double and single of
his own.
Mitchell Downey had two triples
while Kyle Nance added a triple
and single for People's Bank;
Derek Plummer tripled and Russell
Adkins and Brian McClard had two
hits each for Taco John's.
Little League
Thornton Heating and Air 8, Fraternal Order of Police 7; Hawaiian
Tropic 12, D&W Auto Parts 0.
Robert and Preston Weatherly
shared pitching duties, striking out
nine and walking two, while John
Bugden and Preston Weatherly
doubled. Travis Anderson had a
double and triple for F.O.P.
Ted Booth and Brad Lowe got
the only hits of the game for
Hawaiian Tropic, which took
advantage of 14 D&W walks.
Booth and Jay Herndon struck out
nine and walked three, allowing
only one D&W hit, a single from
Shane Raspberry.
FRIDAY
Little League
F.O.P. 10, D&W Auto Parts 8;
Hawaiian Tropic 12, West Kentucky Insurance 0.
Mark Kendall turned in his second complete-game performance
for F.O.P., supported by a double
and triple from Joel Johnson, a

double and single by Travis Anderson, three hits from Kerry Colson
and a pair of singles by Brad
Shelton.
Chad Willoughby doubled for
D&W.
Brent Anderson tossed a
complete-game two-hitter for
Hawaiian Tropic and scored three
runs of his own while Jay Herndon
doubled and tripled and Charlie
Harrell tripled and singled.
John Bennett's double and John
Marcum's single were the only hits
for WICI.
THURSDAY
Kentucky League
Simmons Security Systems 16,
Rotary 15; Walter's Pharmacy 9,
Thornton Heating and Air 3.
Brett Childers had three hits,
including a double, while Robbie
Naulty, Adam Haley and Derrick
Brantley added doubles for SSS.
Brian Pickens had two hits,
including a homer, while Jason
Eaves was 3-for-3 with a double
and triple for Rotary. Cory Martin
had two doubles, David Cavitt
doubled and singled and D.J. Steffey doubled as well.
Matthew Roberts had a home run
and a double for Walter's Pharmacy, while Christian Gullett singled
and doubled and winning pitcher
Josh McKeel had two hits and
struck out six in three innings.
Richie Edwards was 2-for-2 for
Thomton's Heating and Air.
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Alexander keeps senior players' honor intact

Compiled From AP Reports
It was a day for the changing of
the guard in major league baseball,
with only Doyle Alexander managing to retain the honor of baseball's
senior citizens.
In the span of a few hours, the
Philadelphia Phillies lost a legend
and a ballgame when third baseman
Mike Schmidt announced his
retirement in an emotional farewell
Monday (see related story) and told
his teammates to start a new era in
Phillies baseball.
But Bruce Hurst and Mark Davis
combined on a four-hitter as San
Diego beat the Phillies 1-0, putting
the new era on hold.
In the American League, with
46-year-old Tommy John facing
forced retirement (see related
story), and 42-year-old Nolan Ryan
allowing three Baltimore home
runs, it was up to the 38-year-old
Alexander to shut down the Chicago White Sox on three hits in seven
innings, leading the Detroit Tigers
to a 4-2 victory Monday night and
snapping a personal four-game losing streak. The right-hander has
allowed just one earned run in his
last 22 innings.
"Up to this point, I've probably
pitched as well as I ever have
before," said Alexander, who lowered his earned run average to 2.88.
"I've had one bad start, and other
than that, I've pitched pretty doggone well."
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
24 22 522
23 23 500
23 26 469
22 26 458
21 27 438
20 28 417
20 29 406
West Division
W
L Pc1
32 16 667
33 17 660
30 19 612
27 20 574
24 27 471
21 27 438
18 31
367
• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct

B.
Boston
Cleveland
New York
tAkeaukee
Neon
Toronto
California
Oakland
Kansas C;tv
Texas
&tante
lAnnesota
Chicago

Chicago
Montreal
New York
St Lam
Pittsburgh
Philadet;thia

West
San Francisco
Cincinnati
San Diego
Los Angeles
Houston
Atlanta
1-denotes tirst game was a wn
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Gimes
New York 6. Seattle 3
Clevetand 5. Toronto 3
Detroit 4, Chicago 2
Caltornia 12, WIlwaukee 3
Boston
Oakland 2, 10 innings
Baltimore 6, TIMIS 1
Kansas City 7 Minnesota 1

753-8355

GB LI0
—
7-3
1
14-1
28
44
3
44
4
5-5
5
1-6-4
5.4; z-6-4

Streak Itemise Meow
Won 1 12-11 12-11
Won 1 13-1010-13
Won 2 11-11 12-15
Won 1
6-12 14-14
Low 1 13-11 1-16
Won 1 14-11 6-17
Lost 1 12-14 1-15

GB 110
—
z-7-3
—
6-4
2.4
5-5
CA z4-4
9.4
2.8
11
4-6
14V,
1-9

Strait Heine Away
Won 3 18- 9 14- 7
Lois 1 IP- 714-10
Won 5 20- 5 10-14
L061 1 13-10 14.10
Lost 3 15-11 9-16
Lost 4 11-14 10-13
Lost 2
6-17 12-14

68 1.10
—
1-7-3
520
2
6-4
26
247 2
2
243
1 511
27. 1-3-7
563
23 23 500
3
4-6
20 27 426
9,4
5-5
18 29 383
IV.
2-8
Division
L Pct
GB 00
571
—
73
553
1, z-5-5
2
213
7
4
6
519
2•N z-6-4
511
3
2-6-4
2
2,5 28
4 510
3
z-6-4
429
7
3.7

25
2211
23

Streak
Lost 1
Won 2
Lost 3
Lost 2
Won 1
Lost 6

HOMO Away
14.11 13-10
15-1011-14
14-1010-13
15-10 8-13
10-12 10.15
9-13 9-16

Streak
Won 4
Lost 3
Won 1
Lost 1
Won 4
Won 2

Home Away
15- 9 13-12
13-11 13-10
11-1316-12
14-1010-13
10-17 15- 7
12-11 9-17

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday'. Game*
Atianta 2, Chcago 1
Pittsburgh 12, Cononnati 3
San Francisco 3. New York 2
Houston 3, St Louis 2
Montreal 3, Los Angeles 2
San Diego 1. Philadelphia 0

Tuesday's Games
Seanle (R Johnson 0-0) at New Yoh (John 2-7)
6 30 pm
Texas (Moyer 3-4) at Baltmore (Tibbs 1-0) 635
pm
Oakland (Stevan 8-2) at Boston (Smithson 2-31.
6 35 pm
Toronto (Sanchez 0-0) at Cleveland (Farrell 2-5).
6.35 pm
Detroit (Tanana 4-4) at Chicago (Bittiger 0-0). 730
pm
Caitionva (Abbott 4-3) at Milwaukee ICkitterbuck
2-1), 7.30 pm
Mnnesola (14 Srtith 3-2) at Kansas City )Aquino
3-1), 735 p rn

Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati (Mahler 6-4) at Pittsburgh (Drabek 25),
6 05 p m
Chicago (G kkaddvx 3-5) at Atlanta (P Smith 1-6)
640 pm
Houston (Forsch 1-1) at St LOUIS (Terry 43) 735
pm
Montreal (De Martinez 4-1) al Los Angeles Illeicher
4-41, 905 pm
Phiadelphia (Carman 1-7) at San D1090 (Whitson
7-2), 905 pm
New York (Con* 3.3) at San Francisco (KnJkovr
3-2) 9:35 p m

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

oot DISCOUNTS Vs 35%
•
4
0
1

vgo&

7 OCEANFRONT RESORTS

Ocean,scEleVen,

FIESORTS.INC
2025 S ATLANTIC AVENUE DAYTONA BEACH SHORES FL 32018

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-874-7420
Please rush my FREE color brochures and
discount information
NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE

ZIP

"CutGrass First Class"

SNAPPER
Mow with Snapper,
where first class results
are measured
by the yard.

10

753-5606

Laramie
Tempra
Includes Road
Hazard Warranty,
Mounting &
Computer Balancing

90 Days Same As Cash --,

* THURSDAY SPECIAL *
Rotation & Computer
Balancing

$i

CHECK OUR PRICES

0

If you have more important
things to do than putter
around the yard, move up to
a Snapper With state-of-theart features and options that
thoroughly out-class all of
the competition Including
electric key start, easy to
handle catchers, and our
patented Hi-Vac'
mowing system for
an impeccably mani-

Selected Vinyl
Floors
Mag 19 - June 30

Congoleum

cured look All of which
means you spend less time
on the lawn and more time
on yourself See your
Snapper dealer for details
on our 2-year limited warranty and lifetime limited
warranty on the mower
housing Snap-Credit makes
it easy to join the
millions of satisfied
Snapper users

1 he Beauty Endures

TERRY'S DECORATING

Southside Shopping Center

753-3321

It's a snap with a Snapper.

2F/IL

D & W Auto Supply
512 So. 12(11 St.

75:1456.
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AROUND THE HOUSE

Milerray Ledger at Times

New item: solar-powered light
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
CLAPBOARD SIDING IS A FEATURE of this traditional center-hall
Colonial house. The famils room includes a fireplace with raised hearth. The
second floor contains four bedrooms. For more information about Plan
H A1515A write enclosing a stamped,self-addressed envelope-to architect
Jerold Axelrod. Call Box 9015.66 Harned Rd.. Commack, NY 11725.

SNAPPER
Your old mower
is worth at least

What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT - A solarpowered outdoor light.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this light can be installed anywhere
without wiring...that it is designed
for installation around patios and
walkways...that it features a
crystal-like prismatic polymer lens
and custom reflector system...that it
produces a higher level of light
output than comparable models...that it uses a flashlight-type
bulb and two standard "C" batteries that are recharged through the
use of a solar panel...that a photocell automatically turns on the light
at night for up to 71
/
2 -hours...and
that it can be wall, surface or
ground -mounted and is available as
a single fixture.
THE PRODUCT - A hand sander
with an easy-to-grip handle.
Manufacturer's claim - That
the sander holds a continuous roll
of sandpaper...that, when a change
of fresh paper is required, a section

By READER'S DIGEST
For The Associated Press
A flagstone patio is attractive,
practical and creates a bridge
between your house and the
outdoors.
It is best built on a level or gently sloping site. When designing it,
consider shade, privacy and access
from the house. Avoid placing it
where an overhanging roof will
drip water on it as heavy rains can
cause the stones to settle unevenly.
Flagstones come in many sizes,
starting at a nominal 12-inch stone
and increasing by 6-inch increments to 36 inches and occasionally 42 inches. In reality, the stones
are slightly smaller, by about a
/
1
2 -inch in each direction. Use the
nominal size in your plans since a
small space is left between stones.
Although sold as 11
/
2 inches
thick, they actually range from 11
/
2
to 2 inches. Compensate for this by
putting more or less sand beneath
each stone.
When ordering, specify the size
of your patio. (The length and
width should be divisible by six
inches.)

Get rid of your old rider and receive a generous trade
allowance* toward your purchase
of a Snapper at regular retail
price. With a Snapper you'll
=Jr _
get the dependability you've
always wanted.
Hurry, offer
ends soon.*
'Not applicab4e
on model 25066

Base:
- Lay the patio on a 3-inch bed
of sand over a 4-inch gravel base,
for drainage. (In areas where
ground freezes, it is best to lay a
patio on a reinforced concrete
base.)
- Use crushed aggregate for the
gravel and concrete sand, which is
coarser than mason's sand.
- Order these by the cubic yard.
To calculate the amount needed,
multiply thickness by width by
length. Be sure all measurements
are in feet (for example, 4 inches
equals 1-3rd foot). Then divide the
product by 27.
Planning:
1. When the flagstones arrive,
measure each and record its
dimensions.
2. Make a scale drawing of the
patio on graph paper. Let 1 inch
equal 1 foot.
3. Using colored paper, cut out a
shape representing each stone.
Label each piece, and move the
pieces around on the graph paper
until you get a pleasing pattern.
4. Paste the shapes on the graph
paper. This is your plan.

Florida's SUITEST Vacation
on Orlando's Atlantic Ocean Beach
.

When you trade up to Snapper.

Beautiful new all-suite resort. Two bedroom
suites have fully equipped kitchens, living/dining area, private balcony, Cable TV and HBO.
Swimming pool, sun deck, wide expanse of
beach. Enjoy sightseeing, golf, tennis, water
sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95...just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida
attractions.

DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a spacious
suite (not just a hotel room) on Forida's best
beach.
$4900 TWO BEDROOM SUITE
*Per person, per night
double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

Based on availability.
Valid 3/27 to 12/31/89.

421 S. Atlantic Ave., New Smyrna Beach, FL 32069(904)423-8400

TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA
As., your cloaks
lot details.

Americas
Choice

-;"

Ask for a FREE
SNAPPER demonstration.

w--/

Murray Home & Auto
01, Or) t St r

•t

TizeiYaitui
: 7.11
1
17;

11

•

Tools:
You will need a spade, iron rake,
wheelbarrow, hand cart (optional),
prybar, stonemason's chisel,
mason's hammer or steel mallet,
hammer, broom, garden hose, safety goggles, disposable paintbrush,
carpenter's level, string, scissors,
4-d galvanized nails, 1-by-8 pine
for forms, 1-by-4 stakes 11 to 12
inches long, creosote, a 2-by-4 for
leveling and another for tamping.
Construction:
1. Drive temporary stakes at the
patio corners, allowing 11
/
2 inches
extra on each side for wooden
forms. Run string between the
stakes to outline the patio. Measure
the diagonals. If the patio is a true
rectangle, they will be equal.
2. Dig out the soil to a depth of
81
/
2 inches. Be sure the bottom of
the excavation is level. Set aside
some turf and topsoil for later use.
3. Paint creosote on the 1-by-8
boards for the forms. Also paint
permanent 1-by-4 stakes.
4. Place the 1-by-8 boards
around the perimeter of the excavation. Drive the permanent stakes at
the corners and additional stakes
where the ends of the boards meet.
Nail stakes to form boards with 4-d
nails.
5. Spread gravel in the excavated
area to a depth of 4 inches. Rake it
smooth, then use a 2-by-4 level to
pack it. Place carpenter's level on

included in the kit and without wiring or cutting.. that it is powered
by two inexpensive batteries that
last up to two years...and that it is
an inexpensive crime deterrent that
can help frighten away vandals and
burglars.
(The solar-powered light is manufactured by Intermatic Inc., Intermatic Plaza, Spring Grove, IL
60081; the hand sander by DYI,
3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144;
the utility knife by Stanley Tools,
600 Myrtle St., New Britain, CT
06050; the tweezer by Overview
Ltd., 567 Windsor Rd., Woodridge,
NJ 07075; and the fake system by
WTC Electronics, P.O. Box 314,
McKean, PA 16426.)
(Do-it-yourselfers will find much
helpful information in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be obtained
by sending $2 to this newspaper at
P. 0. Box 1055, Brick, NJ 08723.)

Q. - The wallboard in our living room needs patching. I can
handle most of the job, but I'm not
sure how to go about filling the
few spots where there are openings
in the wall without anything behind
them. Can I apply masking tapes
over each opening and then cover
with a patching compound?
A. - Yes, but one of the modern products that will fill the bill is
a ready-made patch available in
most paint stores and home centers.
Tape it on according to the directions and you will find it easy to
disguise the patch when it is
painted.
Q. - One of the double-hung
windows in our house has gone
haywire. I am fairly certain the
trouble is with the sash cord. Can

DUE TO A CHANGE IN PHONE SYSTEMS, ALL PHONE NUMBERS IN CITY GOVERNMENT WILL BE
CHANGED AS INDICATED BELOW. THIS CHANGE WILL BE EFFECTIVE AS OF MAY 31, 1989
JIPOWNTOWN OFFICE
City Clerk
Mayor
Murray Municipal
(13B, DLPARTMENT
Chief's Office
Fireman's Quarters
Code Enforcement
TO REPORT ', A FIRE
Chief's Office
Police Department
EMERGENCY
MURRAY PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES
Main Office
Natural Gas
Planning & Engineering
Sanitation
Street
Water & Wastewater
Billing & Collection
CALL BEFORE YOU DIG
MURRAY WATER AND WASTEWATLR
Main Office
B•• Creek Wastewater Treatment
Water Plant

top of the 2-by-4 and move it
around to check the gravel is level.
6. Spread sand over the gravel.
Level and pack it.
7. Begin laying stones, following
the patterrt you made. Leave a
/
1
2 -inch gap between stones. Stand
on each stone to make sure it
doesn't teeter. Use a prybar to raise
one edge of the stone to shift its
position or to add or remove sand
beneath it to make it level with the
other stones. Tamp stones down
with a rubber mallet.
8. Mix sand with some topsoil.
Spread the mixture on the patio and
sweep it into the spaces between
the stones. Water the surface to
pack down the mixture. Let dry.
Repeat with more sand and soil
until the joints are filled. Pack the
edges of the patio and cover the
dirt with the turf removed earlier.
9. Perimeter stones may have to
be cut to fit. If so, wear safety goggles. Pencil a line where a piece is
to be cut. Score along the line,
using a chisel and hammer or steel
mallet. Score a line on opposite
face. Place a board under the stone,
with the section to be, removed
overhanging. Tap the excess section with the hammer or mallet
until it breaks off.
(For information on the source
for this article, write Reader's
Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, NY 10570.)

Patching wallboard
can be easy, inexpensive

OLD NUMBER
753-1221
753-1956
753-5631

NEW NUMBER
762-0350
762-0352
762-0300

753-1344
753-1688
753-1225
911

762-0320
762-0322
762-0321
911

759-9333
753-1621
911

762-0311
(no mango)753-1621
911

p_opcE_QEPARTMENI

ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

It's a snap with a Snapper.

yourselfers.
THE PRODUCT - A tweezer
designed especially for
woodworkers.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this tweezer has a stainless steel
point made for grasping the most
difficult of splinters...that it eliminates the need for a splinter
probe...that no gouging and cutting
are necessary...that the point easily
penetrates the skin and picks up
particles as fine as a hair...and that
it is encased in a vinyl holder to
keep it sharp and ready for safe
use.
THE PRODUCT - A fake electronic alarm system.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this system simulates a professionally installed security and alarm
unit...that it includes a stainless
steel keyswitch plate with an indicatotligIit that includes a simulated
win owsensor and an alarm warning decal...that it is installed easily
with simple mounting screws

Flagstone patio can be attractive

A\

Maybe more.

of sandpaper can be pulled out an
the used sandpaper torn away...t t
the backing of the sandpaper s a
sticky surface that holds it firmly
to the sander's working surface,
thus preventing the paper from
shifting or creasing, which can
cause gouges and scoring on wood
surfaces...and that individual refill
rolls of paper are available in
medium, fine and very fine grades.
THE PRODUCT - A utility knife
with an interlock protection. '
Manufacturer's claim - That
this knife has a heavy-duty, diecast body and a patented nose
design to secure the blade between
the krlife halves...that it has diagonal ribs for non-slip grip, an allmetal retractable slide offering
three cutting positions and storage
space in the handle for three heavyduty blades...and that the model
was overwhelmingly preferred -by
professional workers in an extensive field test, yet has been
designed to suit weekend do-it-

752-4321
753-4321
753-4321
753-4321
753-4321'
753-4321
753-5631
753-0280

762-0330
762-0330
762-0330
762-0330
762-0330
762-0330
762-0300
762-0344

753-4321
753-2931
753-2564

762-0330
762-0340
762-0345
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HERE'S THE
ANSWER
By Andy Lang
AP Newsfeatures
the cord be removed or is it too
much of a job?
A. - Removing the sash is not
difficult. Merely take off the stop
mouldings on the inside. Use a
chisel or putty knife and work very
carefully, especially if you intend
to use the mouldings again. If your
aim is to replace the sash cord with
another of the same type, be sure to
observe how the cord is connected
so you will be able to replace it
without too much trouble. Before
you do this, however, look into the
kinds of sash cords now on the
market. They are easier to use and
install and are virtually
indestructible.
Q.- We want to paint the concrete walkway around the swimming pool at the back of our house.
Can a latex paint be used or is it
better to use an oil-based paint?
A. - Latex paint formulated for
use on concrete is generally considered better than an oil-based paint
for such a purpose. Epoxy paints
are considered tops, but cost more.
(The techniques of using varniesh,
shellac, lacquer, remover, stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in Andy
Lang's booklet, "Wood Finishing
in the Home," which can be
obtained by sending $I plus a
stamped, self-addressed envelope
to Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743. Questions of
general intrest will be answered in
the column.)
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Aspirin may be causing weakness
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT About a year ago
my husband had a TIA and was prescribed one aspirin per day Now he's
always cold and weak and lately
bruises easily. Could the aspirin be
thinning out his blood? His doctor is
no help at all and says it's my husband's decision to stop or continue.
DEAR READER The purpose of
the aspirin is to retard blood coagulation so that your husband will not suffer a future stroke from a blood clot_
Coldness, weakness and bruising
could indicate that either your husband is very sensitive to the effects of
the aspirin (and his coagulation is too
slow) or he may have become anemic
from chronic, hidden intestinal blood
leakage due to the aspirin. These possibilities should be investigated. If the
doctor is not inclined to be concerned,
seek a referral to another physician
who will be more helpful.
Symptoms such as your husband's
should be addressed in any patient
who is being treated for TIA (transient ischemic attack, a forerunner of
stroke). I believe that before the physician leaves the therapeutic decision
to your husband, you both should have
more information on which to base a
judgment. A doctor should help you
decide if the symptoms are related to
the condition, the treatment or some
other problem that needs attention.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health

Report "Consumer Tips on Medicine " Other readers who would like a
copy should send $1 25 with their
name and address to PO Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT I'm a 62-yearold housewife and had my left foot operated on to correct Morton's neuroma, hammer digit syndrome and
verruca plantar's. Eleven weeks later
I'm still in pain, the foot swells and I
cannot walk far at all. My toes tingle,
and I've been wearing open-toed
shoes Is this a normal process 11
weeks down the road? My doctor says
it might take six months to get back to
normal.
DEAR READER: Because you had
such extensive surgery, I'm not surprised that you are still in pain. You
had a benign cyst and plantar warts
removed, as well as having a hammer
toe repaired. In someone 62 who is on
her feet, the healing process can take
six months. Please continue to follow
your doctor's advice.
DEAR DR GOTT. Is breathing concentrated hand soap harmful to
health? My husband has put a couple
hundred bars of soap around the house
as room deodorizers and some rooms
smell so strong I get sick to my stomach. He says I have no say in the matter, and I'm angry.
DEAR READER: The scent from
hand soap is not, to my knowledge,
harmful. However, it can be irritating
and a real bother to people who have

to breathe it I think your husband
should find more appropriate methods to deodorize your house
Show your husband my answer to
your question and use this material to
initiate a discussion about how he
might be more considerate of your
feelings When a husband insists that
a wife has no say in a matter that concerns them both, I begin to worry
about the family dynamics and issues
of control From your description. I'd
have to conclude that your husband is
being insensitive and inconsiderate of
your needs You may be able to get
help with your feelings of frustration
and anger if you and your husband
were to seek psychological counseling. The counselor might be able to offer some advice about ways you could
cope.Avith your husband's seemingly
obsessive behavior, and, at the same
time, encourage your husband to develop a better attitude toward you
@III 19119 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

MSU Dean's List announced
Forty-three students of Calloway
County have earned recopition on
the Murray State University Dean's
List with perfect scholastic standings for the 1989 spring semester,
according to records from the data
processing office.
They are Charles Adams, Robert
Adams, Timothy Ahlenius, Michael
Andrews, Rhonda Barrett, Eric
Baugher, Deborah Bell, Nan Bentley, Phillip Billington, Mark Boggess, Leslie Borge, Lisa Brown,
Ralph Cossey, Matthew Ferguson,
Marcia Ford, Mark Gibson, Kimberly Greer, Christi Hale, Terry
Hansen, John Hassell, Stephanie
Hays, Randy Herdon, Janna Hopkins, Ronda Howard, Deborah Keller, Rodney Lawrence, Melanie
McClain, Cary McClure, Carlie
Mechler, Angela Murdock, Robert
Nelson, Tim Nuckolls, Vickie
Parker, Charles Roberts, Catherine
Robinson, Angela Rogers, Amy
Roos, Marty Scarbrough, Isaac
Schroaeder, Nancy Tabers, Stacy
Taylor, David Watson and Tommy
West.
Others on the Dean's List from
Calloway County are Milton
Abbott, Angel Adams, David

Adams, Jeffrey Ammons, Mark
Arneson, Carol Bailey, David Bailey, Michael Basiak, Timothy
Black, Robert Brown, Jody Burkeen, Kelli Burkeen, Vicki Carpenter, Kelly Cathey, Janet Cook,
Edward Crutchfield, Deborah Cunningham, Valerie Curd, David Dill,
Mary Donnelly, Gregory Douglas,
Jonathan Driver, Vicki Edwards,
David Elliott, Dana English, Penny
Futrell, Ricky Garland, Jennifer
Geurin, Joanna Gibbs, Lillian Gierhart, Jerry Green, Richard Grogan,
Jon Hall Regina Hargrove, Holly
Harmon, John Hatton, Roy Hatton,
Barbara Heathe, Mark Henderson,
Tracy,Henry, Joanna Herndon, Jeffrey Humphreys, Gloria Hutchens,
Richard Jobs, Rachel Johnson,
Rhoda Jones, Rodney Jones, Patrick Kelly, Tina Kennedy, Audrey
Kitson, Gregory Knedler, Bobby
Lamb, Thomas Lester, Lenora
Lockhart, Michael Malinowski,
Vonnie McClanahan, Anne Miller,
Dennis Miller, Jeffrey Miller,
Jacob Muehleman, Robert Newcomb, Kendra Nipp, Laura Oberst,
Joni Orand, Christopher Padgett,
Derral Parker, Lori Payne, Mark
Peeal, Robin Perkins, Lee Rayburn,

Robin Reynolds, Lori Roberts,
Cheryl Satterwhite, Monica Satterwhite, Linda Sawicki, Ezra
Schroeder, Bari Simmons, Amanda
Sims, Kristy Stephenson, Cary
Story, Chad Stubblefield, Pamela
Taylor, Bethany Thompson, Janice
Thurmond, James Tipton, Leila
Umar, Jeanne Underhill, Jennifer
Vaughn, Christi Walker, Twila
Williams, Josephine Williamson,
Stephanie Wilson, Craig Winbum,
Todd Wiser, John Wyatt and Lee
Yuill.
A total of 1,097 undergraduate
students with grade point averages
ranging from 3.30 to a perfect 4.00
are included on the Dean's List.
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JPAC festival set for June 3-4
Artwork and hand-crafted items
in a surprising number of mediums,
entertainment galore, food and fun
for the whole family: it's all part of
the Jackson Purchase Arts and
Crafts Festival '89 hosted by the
Business Committee for the Arts of
the Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce on June
3-4.
This highly anticipated yearly
event is a Western Kentucky tradition demonstrating the area's great
appreciation for the arts — and'
artist respond in kind, displaying
their finest works.
Some 125 exhibitors from several states all over the mid-west will
be on hand to exhibit and sell their
artwork and hand-crafted wares in
outdoor booths overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake at Kenlake State
Resort Park in Aurora, Ky.
From puppets to leather crafts,
ceramics to glass, silk to feathers,
and paintings in oil, watercolor and
pastel, JPAC '89 has it all. The festival affords the serious art buyer
and enthusiast an excellent opportunity to acquire one-of-a-kind artworks at very reasonalble prices.
Looking at one tempting work of
art after another can whet the appetite and the festival food teases the
tastebuds. The eclectic combination
of ethnic treats include polish sausage, italian beef, nachos, chili dogs
and egg rolls. Bring an appetite for
all-American festival favorites like
popcorn, apple delite, funnel cakes,
homemade brownies and cookies,
charbroiled hamburgers, hot dogs
and bar-b-que.
The Jackson Purchase Arts and
Crafts Festival also encourages
children to enjoy and learn about
the arts. On Saturday afternoon, at
3 and 5 p.m., the Community Theater will perform for the young and
the young-at-heart at the amphitheater "The Great Cross Country
Race" based on Aesop's fable of
"The Tortoise and the Hare." General Admission for the shows will

be $2.
Step into Kentucky's past with
the Kentucky Humanities Council's
History Mobile. Land Between the
Lakes will span across the lake
with exhibits and demonstrations to
add the festival atmosphere. Sunday afternoon's free entertainment
includes traditional folk music,
cloggers, a hot air balloon and

more.
Head out to Kenlake State Resort
Park for a great weekend of family
fun. The hours of the Jackson
Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival
will be from 9 a.m. until 7 p.m. on
Saturday, June 3, and on Sunday,
June 4 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
additional information, call (502)
753-5171.

Visitors enjoy browsing at one of JPAC's many booths.

Basketweaving, above, is just one of the many arts and crafts exhibits
available at the festival.
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Fire shuts down mill
Two company teams will determine by mid-week the cause and

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — A fire
at the Ashland Works of Armco
Steel Co., L.P., will shut down the
plant's tandem cold mill for two
weeks, but company officials say
the damage was not as extensive as
originally thought.
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.4.
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.4. .4
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4.
.4 .4
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amount of damage done by the the
fire, which broke out about 9:20
p.m. Saturday, according to Armco
spokesman Bill Scaggs.
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Fillet Catfish

Country Style

$159
Lb.

Bacon
Beef Patties

$1(146
14 Lb. Box MY

Frosty Acre's

Baby Limas

20 Lb.$2
"
1

Frosty Acre's

Purple Hull Peas

20 Lb.$1899

.4

WELL, ALMOST!!

Lb.
$139
Lb. i
s

100% Ground 1/4 Lb.

.4

S259

Pond Raised

.4

.1
.4

HUNDREDS OF FASHION STYLES, COLORS, AND PATTERNS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE. GREAT FOR ANY ROOM IN THE HOUSE. 4
CONGOLEUM COMBINES CONSTRUCTION, PERFORMANCE, .•
4
4
CLEANABILITY AND A STRONG 5 YEAR CUSTOMER
444
PROTECTION WARRANTY.
4
4,
ALSO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR FREE INTERIOR
4
4
4
DESIGN SERVICE AND LET ONE OF OUR TRAINED
4
DESIGNERS HELP YOU SELECT THE PERFECT
4
FLOOR FOR YOUR HOME. AS WELL AS HELPING
4
4
4
YOU WITH CARPET. WALLPAPER. CUSTOM
DRAPES OR BLI\DS. OR FURNITURE.
4
3

4
4

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
107 N. 3rd St.

Phone: 753-1601

Hours: 7:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. M-F; 7:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Sat.
Ws Accopt Food Stamps

4444
4
4
4
444

Creative Intertors

9-4hway 641 North - Murray,
- 1W South 6th - Mayfield,
U**************** •+++++++ „„„,,„
, ..••••

4
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By Abigail

020
otio

Van Buren

Notice

DEAR JEAN:Your consideration and trust policy should work
in every home. When parents
know where their children are,
regardless of the hour, they are
far less likely to worry. (They
may not approve, but at least
they won't be walking the floors
and wondering if their kids are
in a ditch or, God forbid, in a
morgue.) More students should
follow your lead.
** *

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Michael's Girlfriend" described
exactly the kind of man I married.
Unfortunately. I didn't realize he
was a"heavy girl watcher"until after
I married him. He never overcame
the habit ofstaring at girls. One day,
in the grocery store, he was in such a
trance staring at a girl that he ran
the cart over my foot!
He never initiated sex. I had to
beg for it. ( He was the one with the
headache.) I felt empty, worthless
and inadequate.He put me on a guilt
trip by saying,"You're just like your
mother — you don't have the capac-

ity to be happy.- I finally divorced
him after 25 years of misery.
Thanks for advising Michael's
girlfriend not to marry him. I hope
she takes your advice.
BEEN THERE IN HOUSTON
DEAR BEEN THERE:So do I.

DEAR ABBY: The letter about
the father who considered leaving
his very young child alone for a "few
minutes" while he ran out to pick up
a pizza prompts this letter. First
thank you, Abby, for saying that no
one should leave a child unattended
for even five minutes.
Here's my story: I am the mother
oftwo daughters,ages 1 and 2. My 2year-old was sleeping when I had to
drive to town to do a few errands. I
put her pillow and sleeping bag in the backseat to let her sleep, and
took my 1-year-old into the store
with me just to pay a bill and run
back out. There were a few people
ahead of me, so I waited in line for
maybe five minutes. Then someone
yelled, "There's a car on fire with a
child inside!"
I ran outside, and saw it was my
car! The door was locked and all the
windows were rolled up.The car was
filled with smoke. I unlocked the car
and felt around in the backseat —
screaming my daughter's name. I
couldn't see her with all that smoke.
I could hardly breathe. She was
backed into the corner. I finally
grabbed her and pulled her out. Her
hair was singed, and she was black
and coughing and crying. Never in
my life have I felt so guilty, knowing
that my child could have died because of my neglect.
An ambulance arrived and took
her to a hospital. She was placed in
an oxygen tent and treated for smoke
inhalation. Thank God, she lived!
Abby, the only part of my car that
didn't burn was that one corner I
pulled my child out of.
I learned a lesson I will never
forget. Please print this as a warning to others who may be tempted to
leave a child unattended for "only a
few minutes."
A MIRACLE IN ANOKA, MINN.

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray
HOST (Dry) Carpet
Cleaner, the professional
way to dry clean carpet
yourself Rent the easy-touse Host machine at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky 753-0839
LOOKING for affordable
health insurance from a
solid -A" Excellent rated
company? Call Bankers
Life & Casualty, 603 South
4th Street, 753-3422 Free
claim service

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year"

One Page
20 Copies

$20
Mail House

The

Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to I 0x30

753-5562 if no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996

Bel-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture

759-4436

Collectible
Dolls

/BUT I PROMISE THAT I'M
GOING TO BE STUDYING AS
HARD AS I CAN

NOW cherry cabinets with
oak prices' Mantels available Wood Specialty Sedalia, Ky

Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
New Arrival
Spring Flowers

COUNTRY Jean's. 5 miles
94E, 759-1062, Fridays
4-6p m., Saturdays
10a.m.-4p.m. Jeans for
men & misses, jrs. & women. Lee, Levis, Jordache,
Lawman, and many more.
Blouses, shorts, tops, jackets. some jeans
price,
sizes 3-20 and 32-40 waist
sizes

314 Main St.
(Inside CBM
Computer Center)

For Sale
Jumping horse.
Papason chair.

753-7759

Call Between

3 p.m.- 5 p.m.
753-6298

—High-Pressure
Washing-Waxing'-

CARDS!

G(ftware

753-9234

Invest in yourself
with a professionally prepared and
typeset resume.

Key MiniWarehouses

BASEBALL

20% Off
Storewide

Resumes

FATHER'S Day Special'
8mm film transferred to
video tape Only 6¢ per foot
with this ad' Expires June
18 Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Specialties 759-9246

CAROLYNS
CORNER

ACT in TV commercials No
experience All ages Kids,
teens, young adults, families, mature people, animals, etc Call Now' Charm
Studios (313) 542-8400
Ext 2614
ANN'S Country Kitchen
Hazel, needs a full-time afternoon waitress and a
part-time waitress Call
492-8195 Position open
immediately

WANTED ALIVE
NOT DEAD
Six
telephone
sales-persons who love
to talk and desire to
make money. Also
someone for light
delivery.
Hurry before Jesse
James gets the job!
Call Donna with

Olan Mills

Mobile homes,
farming equipment, alum. siding,
houses,
campers, etc.

at
753-1133
753-1134
753-1135

!AM PRIM

* LOW PRICES*
Call After5:30p.m.

11

SPACIOUS AND GRACIOUS

753-8691

4 BR Family house in Canterbury Estates just
recently on market. Very neat home in great location.
$115,000 Lots of Extras'

Kopperud Realty

Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Conversion Van
5375.28 ma.'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License.
48 Mo. Closed End Lease.
Lease For

711 Main St.

753-1222

BABYSITTER needed in
Panorama Shores area
436-5464
DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%1 Call
today 753-0171
EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Send self
addressed stamped envelope to P0 Box 23189,
Detroit, MI 48223

THIS OFFER IS
GOOD FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY

rlic\T APE
iiiu

It1EP,E_ 2
NANC'1. 2
4
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

IETT11/33311
cHELLO?
QEBBIE.
/AY SWEET?

YOU FAT GREEDY PIG!
I OUGHT A
SHAVE YOU
SAUD AND
POT YOU OUT
IN THE COLD

HELLO

ACROSS

CLICK

r

1 Dance step
4 Augusta's
state
9 Base
12 River island
13 Time waster
14 Period of
time
15 Lock of hair
17 Lassos
19 Otherwise
21 Small child
22 Runs off the
track
25 Marry again
29 Estrada ID
30 Conspiracies
32 Horse's neck
hair
33 TV's Carney
35 Heroic
events
37 Female
colloq
38 Falsehoods
40 Make happy

•
GA,66

•1T111111-T1111111

BECAUSE IT
KEEPS WORKI NG

1400EFULLY, WE'LL BE
84C. 444E .E
if..-SE
HMI 4ATiGLIF

1

2

3

12

15

19

22 1111

..••••

--•.

29

34

33

7(7erN
CALLING 70SH
HALLO„ HALLO,'
JOHN HERE

Owen
Food Market

38

43

50

57

61

42 Tellurium
symbol
43 Doctrine
45 Handled
47 Bitter vetch
49 —
Lanchester
50 Collect into
a volume
54 Pale yellow
57 Simian
58 Horse
blanket
60 Litt with
lever
61 Rodent
62 Besmirch
63 — Vigoda

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SMELT
RIB
ASP
TENOR
ALE
THAWED
TEMPL
EPIC
TI
SMEE
COS
ARES
LOB
Dl POICIMACY
ET
WON
EP I
OR
DOR 00131M S
E L I
STEM
LOP
pi R E
E W
PLOT
130 NNE T
EIZIEOG Y
ORE
LAPSE
HOE
GA la TRUST
OAT
HAS

DOWN

1 A Boone
2 Ventilate
3 Beef animal
4 Pilotless
weapon
5 Paid notice
6 Sick

7 Tidy
8 Mistake
9 Meadow
10 Morsel
11 Existed
16 Strike
18 Newspaper
parag aph

20 Save
wedding
expenses
22 Apportioned
23 Uncanny
24 Long-legged
bird
26 Move from
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
9
side to side
27 Related on
13
14
mothers
side
17
18
28 Erased
printing
20
31 Frighten
21
34 Decade
36 Pertaining
24
25
26
27
28
to the stars
5
39 Leak through
3055531
32 555
41 Comfort
44 Decorates
35
36
37
46 — Bay
Buccaneers
39
40
41
42
48 Bridge term
50 Vehicle
44
45
51 New Deal
agcy
ill
47
48
49
52 Encountered
53 Compass
•
point
54
55
56
55 Sphere
56 Louis of
58
59
60
comedy
59 Tantalum
61
symbol
62UUUU

555
555
55

UUUUU

51

52

ANTIOL
Mint cc
sell Chi,
753-368

1981 I
4300 ion
Cummin
dump 0
(90 1 ;
(901)82:

M-FARA
point hit
lic Call

RED bc
good cc
days; 75

Owen

Food Market
LPNs/ Nurse's Aides/
CMAs Full and part-time
positions available, excellent salary and benefits.
Apply in personr Mills
Manor Nursing Home,
Mayfield, Ky
MARSHALL County Hospital is recruiting for full-time
and part-time registered
nurses and licensed practical nurses to work in the
Intensive Care Unit. Competitive wages and benefits
available
Submit
application/ resume to. Personnel, Marshall County
Hospital, 503 George McClain Dr., Benton, KY 42025.

Instruction

Train for Careers In
• AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING

BASEBA
Mantel, P
tion,
354-805C

CHANNE
lings $60
Can
(601)840-

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST.

FIREWC
437-4667

1-800-327-7728
AC T TRAVEL SCHOOL
Sal Hdqtrs. Porrupano Bch FL

FIREW01
removal
436-2562

6,N?
.1.
,
li

GO carts,
5 HP su
seats Ke
tor Cente
Call 759-

Train to be a ProfossIons1

Accepting applications for Nurses
Aides. 3-11 shift
and
11-7 shift.
53.50/hour plus 200
per hour shift differential.

•SECRETARY

-EXECUTIVE SEC
•WORD PROCESSOR
HONE STUDY 44ES TRAINING

•FlNANCIAL AID AVAIL.
-JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOL
•De tACT COT
Nati hdek* PLy•rpeno eel FL.

Apply at:

West View
Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
EOE M/F

Apply in person.

"Hey! What's this Drosophila melanogaster
doing in my soup?"

Situation
Warned

EARN MONEY Reading WILL sit with sick or elderly
books' $30,000/ year in- live in or out Call anytime
come potential Details (1) 753-0785
805-687-6000 Ext
Y-10706
110
Business
EASY Work' Excellent Pay'
Opportunity
Assemble products at
home Call for information
SUCCESSFUL and PRO504-641-8003 Ext 8047
FITABLE retail business for
sale. UNIFORMS OF
EXPERIENCED hair
dresser needed at The MURRAY Exceptional
sales growth with estabBeauty Box 753-7132
lished clientel and conFEDERAL Jobs Earn tracts
Call 759-4882 or
$19.654 to 72,500 a year ( 4 0 9
)6 9 6 - 6 7 8 9
All
occupations
(409)696-6666
(717)327-5341 Dept
WELL established 15 year
EB-64
old janitorial cleaning business and equipment for
sale Grossed $42,000 in
Full time produce
1 988 24 7- 13 27 or
person needed.
247-8316
Apply in person.
110

MEDICAL Secretary/ Transcriptionist. Position is fulltime and requires the scheGOT a car? Need extra duling of appointments for
doctors and ancillary deincome? Call 759-9980
partments of the hospital.
HELP care for healthy el- Medical transcription and
derly lady Pleasant coun- terminology necessary.
try home Room, board and Submit application/ resume
salary Call 753-0946 be- to Personnel, Marshall
tween 9A M- Noon
County Hospital, 503
IMMEDIATE Openings George McClain Drive,
Day or afternoon shift for Benton, KY 42025
MT or MLT Competitive SAWYER Experienced,
salary and benefits Submit for afternoon shift, top
application/ resume to. Per- wages, excellent benefits
sonnel, Marshall County Respond to P0 Box 310,
Hospital, 503 George McC- Henry, TN 38231
lain Dr., Benton, KY 42025
TAKING applications for
counterman in auto parts
Deli and
sales Murray Auto Parts,
Kitchen Help
1300 North 12th Street,
753-4424

IELLE11.131_
YES MA'AM ONLY TWO
MORE WEEKS OF SCHOOL..

Help
Wanted

Notice

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the bill.
Ni fact, if you go to the
hospital. You or your
insurance will have to
pay the first $560.00
before Medicare pays
anything. For free information call:

Trust Is Family's Answer
To Question of a Curfew
DEAR ABBY:I have seen several
letters in your column concerning
the problem ofcurfews imposed upon
college students when they visit
home. My parents and I have found
a good way to handle this situation.
When I go home, I consider myself a
guest in my parents'house,and I try
to be as considerate as possible.
My parents realize that it would
be silly to impose a curfew on an
adult; therefore, before I go out for
an evening, I tell them with whom I
am going, where I plan to be and approximately what time I'll be home.
IfI'm out later than I had expected to
be, I always call home so my parents
won't worry. This gives me the freedom to go out and stay as long as I
wish without coming home to worried and angry parents.
The keys here are consideration
and trust. I am a college senior now,
and this system has worked for four
years. If you pass this along to your
readers, it may help others.
JEAN IN URBANA,ILL.

Miirray Ledger & Timms

WENDY'S now accepting
applications for all positions Come by between
2p.m. & 5p.m. Monday
29th, Wednesday 31st,
Thursday June 1st
090
Situation
Warded

140
Want
To Buy
BUYING . aluminum cans
50¢ lb , battery, scrap
metal, copper and junk
cars. KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights.
COP,aluminum, stainless and radiators Top
prices Open weekends.
Cash 753-0467
WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and aluminum cans Call Balcan Recycling @ 753-0338

HOFFCO
Tiller: onh,
Keith's Li
dust rial
759-9831

LARGE, I
bon of stc
stock for
ery Acre
ings, fi
502-247-'4

SHARP C
chines. Fl
supplies
1-800-24f

i0411

12x60,
ROOM, a
and neat
12x60, C
air, 2 be
refrigerat
ceiling far
underpinn
Don, 43712x60: H
bedrooms

itY Poie. I
CHANDELIER, $25 Recessed light fixture, $25
Electric self-cleaning oven,
$75 Camper top for small
pick-up, $100 759-4421 or
753-4199
DESK and chair, $100 Call
753-0839
HOT Point refrigerator,
frost free, $275. New TV
antenna, $45 Robin CB
base deck with mics, $125.
Bicycles of all kinds and
sizes. 474-2262
POOL Table Regulation
size, $500 Call after 5p m
759-9876

ARE you looking for dependable care with some- TOPPER for small short
one who offers lots of love, wheel base truck, $50
home cooked meals, 492-8298 after 5p.m
snacks, experience, referXEROX copier 2830
ences? Call me 437-4678
753-5147 ask for Bub or
I will stay with sick or elderly Gay
at home or hospital Have
references and experience
Call 753-4590 for more
Home
information
Furnishings
WILL mow lawns any size, COUCH & Chair
Blue,
reasonable rates Call after green, beige plaid with
5P M Mon Fri, anytime wood trim, traditional style,
weekends, Wayne - very good condition, $165
489-2342
Call after 3 30p m
WILL do housecleaning, 753-7628
excellent references. NEW furniture Call
753-3247
753-2922 ask for Neal

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you and
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our Office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

or 753-84
14x66:
Home, ex
2 bedrooi
garden DJ
air, appi
loan, $2
354-6493
14x70:
Home, 3
baths, ga
345-2025

Hoe
12x65 MC
satellite
437-4890
2 BEDRO
limits, p
adults, nc
2 OR 3 be
or unfurni
furniture
electric,
Shady 01

The
Edna
on it
p.m. 1
Bus(
inclut
traile
lawn

U.
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Antiques

Rentals

ANTIQUE Pump Organ
Mont condition, priced to
sell Chuck's Music Center,
753-3682

Retail Space
on Main St.

Farm
Equipment
1981 INTERNATIONAL
4300 long nose tractor, 400
Cummings and aluminum
dump trailer, road ready.
( 9 0 1 )8 2 2 - 6 6 7 1 ,
(901)822-4761

753-6111 days
753-0606 evenings

240
kiscellan•ous
BASEBALL Cards. Mickey
Mantel, Rookie, mint condition, $6,500. Call
354-8050.
CHANNEL Catfish Fingerlings: $60 per 1,000 and up
Can
deliver
(601)840-0307.
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal. Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758.

Commercial
Building
For Rent
Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5870

LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery. Aaee Portable Building s , Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-7831.

Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment: Close to university and hospital, some utilities paid. 753-8756 or
753-4012
1 BEDROOM apartment
near university, $160/
month. No pets 489-2244

2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment
mile from
campus, water paid,$175 1
person, $185 2 people
Available now. No pets. No
children 753-5980
2 BEDROOM apartment for
rent, no pets Call 753-0521
before 3 30p m
or
753-9475

5 ROOM Apartment: 703
South 4th Street. Call
SHARP Copiers & FAX Ma- 753-0839 or 436-2935 after
chines. For sales, service, SP.rn
supplies or rental call
FURNISHED 1 Bedroom
1-800-248-4319.
Apartments 1 small- 1
large, $150 & $175/ month,
271
close to campus, nice,
Mobile
clean 753-7276
H0111•11 For Sale
12x60, 1981, 2 BED- NICELY furnished 1 or 2
ROOM, central H/A, clean bedroom apartments loand neat. Call 435-4347, cated near campus. Also
Houses For Rent near cam12x60, CENTRAL heat & pus. Nice, quiet locations,
air, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, one 4-5 bedroom, one 3
refrigerator, gas range, bedroom. 753-0606 nights,
ceiling fan, table & chairs, 753-6111 days
underpinning, good condiNO Heat Or Water Bills!
tion. 437-4366.
Cheerful 2 bedroom apart12x60: HOUSE Trailer, 2 ment with stove, refrigerabedrooms, appliances, util- tor and washer/ dryer. $310
ity pole, $2.500. 759-4805 per month. 759-4923.
or 753-8430.
NOW renting 1 and 2 bed14x66 1988 MOBILE room apartments College
Home, excellent condition, Farm Apartments
2 bedrooms, 2 baths with 753-3530 after 3p m
garden tub, central heat &
air, appliances, assume
340
loan, $217 per month.
Houses
354-6493 after 5p m
For Rent
14x70: 1982 MOBILE
Home, 3 bedrooms, 2 fuli 3 BEDROOM house nea
baths, garden tub, $8,000. university, $375. 2 bed
room house near down
345-2025
town, $325. 753-4109.
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, brick
ranch home for rent. Central gas heating, central
12x65 MOBILE Home. Also electric cooling. Located on
satellite dish for sale. quiet residential street in
Murray $395/ month. Con437-4890.
tact Kopperud Realty
2 BEDROOM Trailer: In city 753-1222.
limits, prefer couples,
adults, no pets 753-9866. FIREPLACE, NEW APPLIANCES, 3 bedrooms.
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
+ bath, house on Sycaor unfurnished Some new more. Central gas heat
furniture, natural gas- central air. $440. Will diselectric, air conditioned. count rent to select tenant.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
753-8734.
Mobile
Homes For Rent

The Calloway County Board of
Education is having an auction sale
on June 2, 1989 beginning at 4:00
p.m. at the Calloway County School
Bus Garage. Items to be sold will
include: Nine (9) buses, two (2)
trailers, and four (4) 18 H.P. riding
lawn mowers.

PONTOON Slips Covered
or open for rent at Cypress
Bay Resort
Call
(901)232-8221

For Sale
Or Lease

320

2110

MOBILE Home Lot 2 acre
wooded, off paved road 10
miles west of Murray off 94
435-4136

365

1 BEDROOM Apartments:
Furnished, all utilities inGO carts, go carts, go carts!
cluded. 436-2755.
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Trac- 1 BEDROOM apartment
tor Center, Industrial Road near downtown Murray
Call 759-9831
753-4109
I-10FFC0 Lil Hoe Garden
Tiller: only 25Ibs , $229.95.
Keith's Lavin & Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray.
759-9831

83 ACRES of dark fired
tobacco 753-6864

4,000 SQUARE Ft. Build
ng - Ideally located for man
ufacturing, wholesale
supply, fitness center, factory outlet, child day care,
church or rental storage
purposes. Well insulated
and equipped with 4 offices, 2 restroorns, adequate parking, all city utilities
and room for expansion.
Priced for quick sale. Offers
appreciated
Call
(502)759-9439 after 5p m.370
livestock
& Supplies
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and MaineAnjou crossbred service
age bulls Only the very top
performers offered for sale.
All bulls health tested and
guaranteed. Smith Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
4 22 1 1
DAY
(502)235-5182f NIGHT
(502)235-5170.
380
Pets
& Supplies
1 SMALL dog. Shih Tsu
puppies, $150, ready for a
new home have papers.
Will have Keeshonds bcen
any day, $150 474-0107.
AKC male Austrian Terrier
puppy Call 489-2246
AKC GOLDEN Retrievers:
6 weeks, beautiful color
and highlights, $100
(901)644-1301.
FOR frozen Brine shrimp,
Bloodworms and Tubifix
worms shop McCLure's
Tropical Fish, 622 South
4th, 759-9513.
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Clean, new,
modern faciltiy. The ultimate for all your pet's
grooming needs
100

Produce
STRAWBERRIES! Wal
lace's U-Pick Picking
hours: Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday 7a.m.-7p.m,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 4:30p m -7p.m Sunday 1-5p.m. Location:
North 16th & Poor Farm
Road. Phone 753-0195
Price: 500 quart or $1 quart
picked.

430
Real
Estate

3 BEDROOM aluminum
siding, low heating bills,
front sunporch, built-in utility porch, on large lot. Price
negotiable. Call 345-2642
or (618)543-9476
3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s. 753-9866.
3 BEDROOM Brick: 1 acre
wooded lot, 5 miles from
Murray, Cherry Corner
area. Call 753-8872.

Now it's

Dan Taylor
I -800-325-3229
Cher*, Oldsmobile,
Coax,Ix. of
Pins, TN
New & Used
GM Executives .S
Program Vehicles

1978 TRANS Am Black,
T-tops, loaded, $1,700
753-9414

1987 JEEP Wrangler 4x4,
$7,000 firm. 489-2273

1980 DELTA Royale: All
options, new tires, wires,
V-8, high mileage, serviced
garage kept, $2,000.
437-4577 or 437-4723.

We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.
Cars From
$50043,000
$25435 Per Week
or Payments
Every 2 Weeks

1979 YAMAHA 650, $500
437-4745
1987 SUZUKI Quad Racer
500, great condition
437-4849
1988 HONDA Elite Scooter: Low mileage, locking
storage compartment,
electric and kick start,
$500. 753-0874.

Cruiselines
U.S. and Overseas
(312) 824-1717
Ext. C-136

I.

1969 2872 ' AIRSTREAM
Good condition, $2,800
436-2263
1978 STARCRAFT 21' self
contained tandem travel
trailer, fully equipped, excellent condition, $3,975
753-8019.
1979 28', AIR, awning, excellent condition, $5,500 or
best offer. 759-1987.
29' AIRSTREAM: Rear
bath, awning all around,
like new inside and out.
753-0114
USED EQUIPMENT: 2500
watt generator, 20'
Carefree awning, Reese &
Easy Lift hitches and sway
controls, other misc trailer
equipment. 753-0114.
520
Boats
& Motors
17' GLASTRON Runabout
115HP Mercury, powe
trim, tilt, depth finder, LCR
excellent condition 302
Andrus Drive, 759-9461 or
489-2255 nights.

TOYOTA

1974 IMPERIAL Runabout
Fiberglass, walk-through
windshield with 70HP motor and trailer, $2,995
1-522-8610 or 474-2732.
1981 EBBTIDE: Walkthrough windshield, 115HP
Evinrude, power tilt and
power trim, excellent condition, $5,500. 753-9414.

OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

Trenching

(installation & repair)

Water Line
Installation

Sewer Lines
Ditching

Gene Steely

Ugly Duckling Rent A Car & Sales
has moved to 112 So. 12th St.753-6910
Lowest rates in town on cars, trucks, vans.
Special rate for insurance co W:
vahsave cut our
prices on cars for sale to celebrate our Grand
Opening
Novi
'79 Cutlast arm. loaded
'85 Buick. loaded. 2 yr warranty
.

$2.500
$6.895
$3,700

'86 Olds firenza, 1 yr. warranty
yr. warranty

20' ADVANTAGE Boat
Moody trailer, 30 Mercury
cruiser Been used 5 times,
$8,750 753-4389 or
753-5960
530
Services
Offered

IDEAL acreage tract for 1
home or subdividing of
fered through Kopperud
Realty Property includes
13 acres fronting on 2
blacktop roads and located
only 3 miles from Murray.
$29,900 Phone 753 1222

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings. pole
barns, general home improvement Quality work for
less Free estimates 8'x12'
for $585 489-2663

A proven
method for over
25 years?
For more information and our
Special prices

ELECTRICIAN Quality
work at a price you can
afford 24 hour service No
charge service call Runyon Electric Service
759-9682
HAULING yard work tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Free estimates
759-1683

SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring- racks
installed phones movedresidence and business
experienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningLEVEUNG, tilling, mulch- servicing $15 most repairs
ing, landscapping $35, all brands 3rd Street
FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
753-2555
Al mo,7-0530
it's 2nd yearl Specializing in
lawn maintenance, includ- MOODY Mower Repair
WET BASEMENT? We
ing hedges and shrubbery. Pick-up and delivery, all
make wet basements dry
Also hauling Now serving work guaranteed
Work completely guarancounty and city 10% off for 753-5668
teed Call or write Morgan
Senior Citizens Call now
NEED a roofer? Call Marlin Construction Company
for dependable service
Route 2 Box 409-A, PaduFree estimates 492-8838 Pierce 759-9649
cah, KY 42001 or call
FENCE sales at Sears NEW homes built, decks 1-442-7026
now Call Sears 753-2310 and additions Hourly or
WILL do hauling, gravel
for free estimate for your contract 435-4306
mulch, slabs sawdust
needs
PAINTING and decorating driveway white rock Call
FOR most any type drive- 759-1043
after 6p m 753-0467
way white rock also, any PLUMBING repairman with
WILL do plumbing installatype gravel, dirt and sand same day service
Call tion & repairs All guarancall Roger Hudson, 436-5255
teed. Free estimates
753-4545 or 753-6763
PORCHES and decks and Phone 492-8899 or
GENERAL Repair: plumb- remodeling
Call G & A 753-1308
ing, roofing, tree work. Construction
436-2617
436-5895 or 436-2642
* Four Star*
ROCKY COLSON Home
GUTTERING by Sears
Mobile Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
Sears residential and com- painting, plumbing,
Parts & Service
conmercial continuous gutters crete
Free estimates Call
Doors and Knobs
installed for your specifica- 474-2307
or 753-6973
$84.95 and up
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
Exterior Windows
for free estimate
LAWN Mowing Service 10
Bath & Garden Tubs
years experience Any type
HAMILTON Cultured of
lawn care. 436-2744 or
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
marble and tile 643 Old
436-5211.
Straps & anchoring
Benton Rd 753-9400
Roots Kool Sealed
SEWING Machine Repair
HANDYMAN carpentry,
Repair & replace siding
All makes and models,
masonry, painting, electri- home
and industry Call
phone
cal. Quality work for a good Kenneth
(502) 492-8488
Barnhill,
price. 753-8372.
Hwy. 641 N. Hazel
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
HOUSECLEANING! Will Stella, Ky
Custom built decks
do basics and even winLattice or bannister
SHEETROCK hanging
dows Reasonable rates
4x8 $240
new or repair, 489-2117
Call 753-6942
6x10 $325
SHEETROCK finishing,
10x16 $660
HOUSECLEANING: If you new or
repair 436-2811.
don't want to do it- We Doi
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Call 437-4583 after 5p m
560
Electric. For your everyday
HOUSEKEEPING Get plumbing
Free
and electrical
those jobs done that you've needs call us
Column
at 474-2366
been putting off. We do it or 437-4113.
FREE To Good Home
all! General Spring Clean
ing. Reasonable rates and SIRESS Roofing Free esti- Guinea pig, adorable kitten,
references. Call for a tree mates Guaranteed work 6 weeks old, orange, white
& calico Call even.rigs or
15 years experience
estimate. 492-8204
weekends 753-2993
437-4752
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
OS
753-2310 for free estimate
L.A.'S Stump Removal
Free estimates. Call
489-2862.

CUSTOM (ITCHES CADMUS

CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service_ Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair
753-7203.
LICENSED electrician.
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by I see our showroom

•

#0000000;s6s00000000000041,
: Futrell Tile & Pools i
•
We have a
*
31/
*

MITCHELL PAVING - 30
years experience Hauling/
excavating, seal coating
and striping. For estimate
call Rocky, Guy, or R.B
753-1537.
MOBILE HOME Specialistrepair, leveling, underpinning, set-ups. tear-downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps. 436-5255.

30
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Call 492-8575 for FREE delivery! NE
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$1,995
$6,500
$4
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'88 Chev Euro Sport, 2 yr. warranty

S7
5
$

$S75,110905

.81

$3,100

$2.500

1

fgAL
J,

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd , Hwy 783,
753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years expen
once Parts and service.
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848
BOGARD Paving For all
your sealing paving, hauling Free estimates
753-0659
BREAKING and discing
gardens and yard landscaping Bush hogging,
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds
436-5430 or 753-0659

450
Fame
For Sit.

Services
Offered

A-1 TREE Service You
pro service with 35 years
experience Topping removal, stump removal,
spraying and feeding Free
estimates 753-0906

Backhoe Service
753-6156

Businesses, Lawns & Gardens
Irrigation Design
Installation
and Service
492-8529 or 753-6156
FREE ESTIMATES
Custom Trenching
Locally Owned & Operated by Gins Steely II

411.11•••/,••••••••••••••1••
•

-'—"a,",

Campers

Call Sammy

‘Ii
i*L
Septic Tank

_
J

sin

1971 SWISS Six, 16'
wooden canoe, $25
753-0827

Lots
For Sale

Get A Job!!!

Used
Trucks
1968 GMC: LWB, body fair,
motor excellent, 327 automatic, $1,200 436-2667 after 5p.m.

20 Cars
to Choose from.

Cutlass

500

1976 MONTE Carlo: Extra
sharp, Michelin tires, A/C,
PS, PB, tape radio, 78,000
miles, 753-6517.

440

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center MarshaH
County Look down on Benton's lights' Deer and wild
turkey. No building
$62,500. Joe W Nanney,
753-9622/ 527-7864

Vans
1988 SUBURBAN 15,000
miles, loaded, $17,500
753-4389 or 753-5960

1974 DATSUN Stationwa
gon, boat & trailer, Big Red
3-wheeler 436-2296

Motorcycles

87 Ford Tempo GL.

751-4961

406

901-042-3900
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris

470

'82 Olds Regency, loaded

OF MU - A
515 S 12

1987 TAURUS LX 1
owner, V-6, windows
cruise, locks cassette, tilt,
power seats, like new,
$6,500 437-4723 or
437-4422

BRICK 3 bedroom ranch 1980 MAZDA SW, $600
home with central H/A and 759 1647
attached 2-car garage. Located only 1 mile from Mur- 1981 MAZDA 626: Luxury
ray Offered at $61,000. model, gold, $1,700.
Phone Kopperud Realty 753-6984
753-1222.
1982 REGAL Summerset
BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1 Limited Fully loaded, Tbath, Keenland Dr Re- tops, extra nice 753-0509,
duced' Appointment only 759-1543
474-2342
1982 Z-28 53,000 miles,
HOUSE Near Lake: 5 miles loaded, sharp, best offer.
from New Concord, 2-4 759-1084
bedrooms, 1v, baths, full
Weak Credit?
basement, large kitchen
and living room, garage &
Bad Credit?
shop. 436-2878.
SPLIT Level Brick Home:
Under construction in nice
Benton subdivision. 3 bedrooms, 2V• baths, utility
room, unfinished den, garage, beautiful wooded lot.
David Fielder, home builder, 527-1705.

TOYOTA

1985 MAZDA 626 LX PW
cruise, AM/FM cassette,
moon roof, sharp
753-6125 or 753-2615

Tee Free

FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apartments,
1 block from campus
$42,000, call 753-1203

RESIDENTIAL/
Commercial/ & Waterfront
property Call Lile Real Estate (502)354-6338 or
(502)474-8891

Used
Cars

3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air. 12
miles east of Murray.
$50,000. Call 753-1203.

Rent A Car
From Us At

1984 Z-28 Gray, T tops,
stereo, loaded, 38,000
miles, $7,500 753-9414

490

3 BEDROOM,2 bath home
with central H/A, attached
garage at a bargain priceonly $37,900! Located between Murray and Mayfield. Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.

COMMERCIAL rental investment property for sale
Must sell, leaving the area
247-1327 or 247-8316

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes,
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711 L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you.

COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polaris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray. 759-9831

BY Owner 3 bedroom
brick, large living room with
fireplace, den, utility, all
carpeted, mini-blinds, outbuilding, 12110 acres on 94
West, 4Y• miles from Murray. $46,500. Must sell!
Make offer. 759-1987

630
Service,Offered

6

ATV parts accessories
tires & service for all
brands' Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd Mur
ray 759-9831

3 BEDROOM, 1Y1 baths,
1115 Circarama, redecorated, $67,000, principals
only, by appointment
759-1401

630

Services
°tiered

1988 YAMAHA YZ250
$1,800 753-5486

Homes
Foe Sale

For Rent
Or Lease
BUILDING for retail business at Dixieland Shopping
Center on Chestnut Heat
and air conditioning unit
provided Available June 1
Call 753-3018

530
lAdorcycies

460

360

M-FARMALL Tractor 3
point hitch, remote, hydra- BUILDING just off college
ic
437-4940
campus Call 753-2967
RED belly Ford tractor,
good condition 753-8040
days: 753-3140 after 6p m

.170

Farm
For Sits

1004 MAIN 5 rooms, 1 80 ACRES 50 tillable botbath, carpeted, freezer, tom land, 1 story house,
stove, refrigerator, central big stock barn and pond, 30
woods
1-tiA, $300 $300 deposit acres
(901)642-5800
759-1265 after 4p m

40x70 & 30x70
190

Mirrray Ledger & Times

450
Houses
For Rent

PAGE 13

CONCRETE driveways,
slabs and blockwork Tip
ton 759-9731
BRICK block and con
crete basements, founda
bons, driveways sidew
alks patios Free estimates Chimneys new and
repaired 28 years expenence Charles Barnett
753-5476

•

Trenching
* Septic Tank Installation & Repair
* Sewer Lines
* Ditching
* Water Line Installation,
* 'Underground Lawn Sprinklers

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156

RSV.
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Scout secretary general
will tour MSU museum

OBITUARIES
Barney Futrell

William Holman Jones
William Holman Jones, 85, Murray, died Monday at West View
Nursing Home.
A retired school teacher, he had
served as principal of Faxon High
School. He also was retired from
Kentucky Health Department.
He was a graduate of Murray
State University and had served as
an elder at Friendship Church of
Christ for 33 years. He was now a
member of Glendale Road Church
of Christ. Mr. Jones was also a
member of the Kentucky Education
Association and Calloway County
Retired Teachers.
Born June 19, 1903, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Monroe Jones and Theora Gant
Jones.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Treva Colson Jones, to whom he was
married on Dec. 24, 1932; two

daughters, Mrs. Georgia Harrell
and husband, Phillip, Murray, and
Miss Allegra Jones, Paducah; one
son-, Guinn Jones and wife, Diana,
Rt. 7, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Elsie Duncan, Freemont, Ohio.
Also surviving are seven grandchildren — Phyllis Newsome,
Brent Harrell, Brad Harrell, Jana
Knight, Joel Harrell, Rob Jones and
Candace Jones; and two greatgrandchildren, Brooke Knight and
Christopher Knight.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale
and Lake Riley will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. today (Tuesday) at the funeral
home.

Leon Collins
Leon Collins, 81, Rt. 5, Murray,
died Monday at 8:15 a.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
His wife. Mrs. Bessie L. Collins,
died Aug. 11, 1985.
Born July 22, 1907, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John Collins and Tillie
Mae Garland Collins.
Three surviving daughters are
Mrs. Rosie Ferguson and husband,
Ralph, and Mrs. Shirley Dunn and
husband, Larry, Murray, and Mrs.
Kathy Yoes and husband, Daryl,
Smyrna, Tenn.
Five surviving sons are Bobby J.
Collins and wife, Gloria, Rt. 5,
Murray, Harry L. Williams and

wife, Ruby, Chicago, Ill., and Jack
Williams and wife, Ann, William
A. Willis and wife, Wilma, and
Charles H. Williams and wife,
Nancy, all of Murray.
Also surviving are a half sister,
Mrs. Gladys Garland, and three
half brothers, Bert Collins, Edward
Collins and Bill Collins, all of
Murray; 19 grandchildren; 17
great-grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Charley
Bazzell will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Mattie Jo Ross
Mrs. Mattie Jo Ross, 67, Jackson, Term., formerly of Calloway
County, died Monday at 2:50 p.m.
at Humboldt Cedar Crest Hospital,
Humboldt, Term.
Her husband, Robert Ross, died
Jan. 10, 1985.
Born March 11, 1922, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of Ruby Walker Kirk and the late
Edward Kirk.
Mrs. Ross is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Judy Counts and
husband, Meryl, and Mrs. Donna
Daniels and husband, Wilford, St.
Charles, Mo., and Miss Laura

Ross, Gadsden, Term.; her mother,
Mrs. Ruby Kirk, Murray.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Jane Collins, Aurora, and
Mrs. Ruth Mills and Mrs. Annette
Smith and husband, Rondal, Murray; one brother, Edward Kirk,
Almo; three grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Mt. Carmel Cemetery, north of Kirksey.
Friends may call from 3 to 9
p.m. today (Tuesday) at the funeral
home.

Luton W. Knott
The funeral for Luton W. Knott
is today at 2 p.m. in the Memorial
Chapel of Anglin Funeral Home,
Dover, Term. The Rev. H. Ralph
Gill is officiating.
Burial will follow in Fairview
Cemeteq, Indian Mound, Term.
Mr. Knott, 76, Indian Mound,
died Sunday at Trinity Hospital,
Erin, Term.
His wife, Mrs. -Gracie Bilbrey
Knott, died in 1984. He was the
son of the late Proctor Knott and
Murry Stimpson Knott.
lie is survived by two daughters,

Mrs. Robbie G. Downs and Mrs.
Inita Lambert, Clarksille, Term.;
one son, Danny B. Knott, Earlington; five grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Elizabeth Elkins, Dover,
Tenn., and Mrs. Reba Lynn, Paducah; seven brothers, P.L. Knott,
Douglass Knott and Jessie Knott,
Paducah, Virgil Knott, Murray,
Willard Knott, Puryear, Tenn.,
James Knott, Lansing, Mich., and
Elbert Knott, Dover.

Hog Market

Barney Futrell, 85, Rt. 7, Murray, died Monday at 7:45 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. His first wife, Mrs. Opha
Jackson Futrrell, died in 1973.
Born Feb. 29, 1904, at Golden
Pond, he was the son of the late
Sephus Futrell and Selinda Downs
Futrell.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mary Ruth Futrell; two daughters,
Mrs. June Pritchett and husband,
James, and Mrs. Callie Knott and
husband, Willard, Rt. 1, Dexter,
five sons, Vernon Futrell, Frank
Futrell, Glenn Futreel and wife,
Peggy, and Lanis Futrell and wife,
Lavona, all of Rt. 7, Murray, and

Wavel Futrell and wife, Mildred,
Hammond, Ind.
Also surviving are a stepdaughter, Mrs. Mary Lee Burkeen and
husband, Rufe Jr., Rt. 1, Dexter; a
stepson, Bob Wallace, Georgia;
nine grandchildren; nine stepgrandchildren; eight great-grandchildren;
20 stepgreat-grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Thursday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Terry Sills and the Rev. Eddie
Young will officiate. Music will be
by Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Choir.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Joe Gore
Joe Gore, 65, Rt. 1, Hardin, died
this morning at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
He was a veteran of World War
II, a retired employee of Murray
Division of Tappan Co., and a
member of Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 30, 1923, he was the
son of the late Walter Gore and
Ansy York Gore.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Martha Lee Gore; two sons, Mark
Gdre, Murray, and Russell Gore,

Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Otha Mae
Darnall, Murray; two brothers,
Frank Gore, Benton, and Bob Gore,
Allen Park, Mich.
The funeral will be Thursday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Don
Faulkner and the Rev. Jim Griffith
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Wadesboro
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Deseree Duncan
Services for Mrs. Deseree Duncan are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray.
Officiating is the Rev. Kendrick
Lewis. Music is by Mrs. Patricia
Lassiter, pianist, and Jody Lassiter,
soloist.
Pallbearers are Tommy Schroader, Richard Schoader, J.C. Schroader, Ronnie Schroader, Larry
Roberts and Benny Herndon.
Burial will follow in Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Mrs. Duncan, 68, Almo, died

Sunday at 8:01 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She had
been employed for 18 years at Calloway Manufacturing Co.
Survivors are her husband, Leon
Duncan; one daughter, Mrs.
Margery Woodall and husband,
Larry, Rt. 1, Dexter; one brother,
Richard Schroader, Rt. 1, Almo;
two granddaughters, Mrs. Gay
Starks, Paducah, and Mrs. Jennifer
Molthen, Crossville, Term.; three
great-grandchildren, Coby Starks,
April Molthen and Ryan Molthen.

Group drafts bill with General
Assembly to honor state writers

Sows
US 1-2 270.3%
US 1.3 300400
US 1.3 400-500 lbs..---------529.50-30.041
US 1.3 500 and up
......$3L00..50 few 34.00
US 2-3 300-c4.0 lbs..----.
$20.50-29.50
Boars S2000.31.50

s3O.50.31.50

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
industrial Average
-0.76
I.B.M.108% -%
Previous Close
2,493.77
Ingersoll Rand
41% unc
Air Products
42% -%
Jerrico
16% B 16/
1
4A
A.T.C.-Class A
47% B 48A
Kmart
38 +Y.
AT&T
35% unc
Kroger
12% +Ye
Bell South
481
/
4 -1
JCPenney
/
4
59/
1
4 +
Briggs & Stratton
27% -%
Penwalt
128% unc
Chrysler
23%
Quaker Oats
593/s -%
CSX Corp
33Y. unc
Sears
47% unc
Dean Foods
31% unc
Texaco
511
/
4 +1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store 11Y B 12% A
Time Inc.
134% +3%
Exxon
43% -%
UST
25% unc
Ford
48% +%
Wal-Mart
38% +1
/
4
General Motors
40% unc
Woolworth
52% +%
Goodrich
54% unc
C.E.F. Yield
8.99
/
4 -V.
Goodyear
541
414 MAIN STREET

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

BETTY BOSTON

753-3366
PAT GOSSUM

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded - Scenic

Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

books and rare original uniforms,
on June 15.
The ceremony will include a
buffet dinner, a tour and the official dedication, with the president
and chief scout executive of the
Boy Scouts of America, plus members of the BSA National Executive
Board, attending.
During its first three seasons, the
National Boy Scouts of America
museum drew nearly 30,000 visitors
from the U.S. and several foreign
countries.
The museum has traditional displays as well as live-drama reenactments of the history of scouting, outdoor obstacle courses, electronic hands-on events, and
storytelling with Murray the Robot,
the museum's official host.
Among the 30,000 objects in the $7
million museum collection are 53
Norman Rockwell scouting paintings.
Museum hours will be 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. daily Thursday through Labor
Day. For more information, write
the National Museum of the Boy
Scouts of America, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071, or
phone 762-3383.

MHS Speech Team ties for fifth
place in Philadelphia tournament
At the 38th annual Grand
National Tournament for the
Catholic Forenics League held in
Philadelphia this past weekend, the
Murray High School Speech Team,
under the direction of Mark Etherton, tied for 5th place. Over 400
schools from across the nation participated in the event.
Milton Academy of Boston and
Palmetto High 'School of Miami
tied for 1st place with 286 points.
Murray tied Regis High School of
New York City with 244 points.

Individual winners included:
Oral Interpretation — Jody
Borge, 5th; David Gish, 13th;
Duo Acting — David and Andy
Vaughan, 5th;
Extemporaneous Speaking —
Dawn Greer, 7th;
Oratory — Leigh Baker, 131h;
Duo Interpretation — Melanie
Julian and Laramie Simpson, 13th;
Etherton and the M.H.S. Speech
Team will return to Murvy on
Wednesday.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

61111
—

1

Kentucky Writers' Day on April
24.
The rest of the legislation, written by Miller, would establish
criteria for _selecting Kentucky
poets and writers laureate. The bill
also would create _an advisory
board to recommend people for the
distinctions.
The board also would choose
one writer from among the poets
and writers laureate to serve as the
Kentucky State Writer, who would
give workshops, readings and presentations, Miller said.
Rep. David Hourigan, D-Gravel
Switch, offered encouragment to
the students during the dinner. Mrs.
Smitt.said Hourigan and Rep. Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green, had
agreed to sponsor the students' bill.
"I see no real problem for the
bill," Hourigan said. "I believe it
will have smooth sailing."

TOKYO (AP) — Prosecutors on
Monday ended their investigation
into a bribery scandal that brought
down Prime Minister Noboru
Takeshita and shook public confidence in the government.
The prosecutors closed the eightmonth inquiry by bringing misdemeanor charges against four aides
to senior politicians. Another 13
businessmen, bureaucrats and legislajors have been charged with
bribery in the scandal.
"The prosecutors have done
everything that they should have,"
said Justice Minister Masami
Takatsuji.
Much of the ruling party elite
has been implicated in the scandal
that sent public approval ratings of
the government to all-time lows. A
close aide to Takeshita committed
suicide April 26, the day after the
prime minister said he would
resign.
But only two lawmakers face

prosecution in the scandal and the
announcement of the investigation's end drew immediate charges
that others who might be involved
in the scandal had gotten away.
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LORETTO, Ky. (AP) — A
group of Marion County High
School juniors has collaborated
with a teacher and a poet laureate
to draft a bill for the Kentucky
General Assembly to recognize the
state's writers,
After studying the works of the
state's writers, 18 students in Suzie
Smith's Gifted Education English
class decided to seek recognition of
Kentucky's writers and its literary
history.
Assisting the students are Mrs.
Smith and Jim Wayne Miller,
Bowling Green's poet laureate.
Al a recent celebration dinner for
about 30 state leaders and literary
figures, the students outlined their
bill, "An Act Concerning Kentucky Writers and Writing."
The measure is expected to be
presented to the 1990 legislature.
Students wrote one section of the
bill that would create an annual
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MURRAY, Ky. — Dr. Jacques
Moreillon, secretary general of the
World Organization of the Scout
Movement, will visit here June 9 to
tour the National Museum of Boy
Scouts of America, which opens for
its fourth summer season on Thursday.
Moreillon, of Geneva, Switzerland, will begin his tour at 8:30
a.m. and will have a press conference afterwards to discuss the
museum's future, developing scholarships for foreign scouts attending
MSU, and completion of the
Museum's Research Center, which
deals with the study of youth organizations around the world.
Former director general of the
International Committee of Red
Cross, Moreillon travels extensively representing more than 16
million scouts in 150 countries and
six territories. He is a former cub
scout, pack leader, Rover Scout
and troop leader.
In addition to Moreillon's visit,
the museum will have a dedication
ceremony for the Harry D. Thorsen
Collection, a 61-year compilation of
scouting memorabilia including
postcards, toys, song books, hand
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